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Branches (EI) 1.  Awareness of one’s own emotions  Identifying emotions Managing emotions  2.  Ability to discern and 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others’ emotions  Identifying 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Understanding emotions 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Ability to use 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and expression 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Capacity 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 Understanding 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5.  Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from external emotional expression  






























































































































































































EI Branch  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Total 
Mean 
Managing                       
Understanding                       
Using                       








1 The emotion test used by Saarni in her studies was the PACES: Parent Attitude toward 
Children’s Expressiveness Scale.  Parents fill in the self-test about their children.  The PACES is 
similar to Gottman’s self-test and is coded according to permissiveness, stern, punitive etc.  I 
preferred Gottman’s parenting styles/labels and chose to use his inventory instead of Saarni’s as a 

















Identifying  Ability to identify feelings, express emotions accurately and differentiate between real and phony emotional expressions.   Using  Ability to use emotions to redirect attention to important events; to generate emotions that facilitate decision making; to use mood swings as a means to consider multiple points of view, and to harness different emotions to encourage different approaches to problem solving.   Understanding  Ability to understand complex emotions and emotional "chains", how emotions transition from one stage to another, the ability to recognize the causes of emotions, and the ability to understand relations among emotions.   Managing  Ability to stay aware of one's emotions, even those that are unpleasant; the ability to determine whether an emotion is clear or typical; and the ability to solve emotion‐laden problems without necessarily suppressing negative emotions 
 






















































 Bea Sharpe, a teacher of 10 years, is what one might describe as a natural 
teacher.  When asked what made her decide on her career she responded, “I was 
sort of in a way directed towards [teaching] almost all my life” (T Int 1 p. 5).  As 
a child she was active with both ballet and piano lessons.  As she grew older 
several teachers saw her potential as a teacher and gave her multiple opportunities 
to assist them with younger students.  “Oh, I’m doing my piano class on 
Saturday,” one of her teachers would say, “Will you come and help me with the 
kids?” (T Int 1 p. 5), or “Help me with the children’s class.  Come early and I’ll 
give you your lessons for free” (T Int 1 p. 5).  Bea admits that she “sort of resisted 























 Bea’s childhood mentors directed her toward a path of teaching, and 
because she had been playing piano almost her whole life it seemed a natural fit 
when a friend suggested that Bea teach her piano studio.  The friend had taken a 
job overseas and needed somebody to continue teaching the students in her studio, 
so she asked Bea.  Bea, however, resisted at first.  She recalls, “I thought, ‘Oh 
gosh, . . . I just want to play piano, but I don’t want to teach it, especially 
beginners . . . that would be the worst’” (T Int 1 p. 5).  But her friend didn’t give 
up.  Bea continues:   
She . . . really twisted my arm.  She [said], “Well, give it a try, and 
if it doesn’t work out, you know, there’s other teachers they can go 
to.”  And it worked out really well and so that kind of got me 
started. (T Int 1 p. 6) 
   
She started teaching piano studio lessons when she was around thirty.  During her 
time as a piano teacher Bea taught students who ranged in age from 5 years old to 
95.  Then, Bea, now in her forties, was offered a job at a local church to direct a 



























After a few years of piano teaching and children’s choir, a private school 
had a music position open, and they offered it to Bea.  She accepted and enjoyed 
the experience teaching Kindergarten through third grade. Her first degree in 
college, however, was in “American Studies,” which included a single music 
appreciation course.  When she found herself teaching music she decided to go 
back to school for a music degree.  It took five semesters to finish the coursework 
while working at the same time, which proved to be a challenge.  But “the most 
challenging thing about going back to school” (T Int 1 p. 10), according to Bea, 
was “to be . . . my age and be with other students who were young enough to be 














 Shortly after Bea attained her music education degree, a music teaching 
position opened up in a nearby public school district.  The district did not have a 
music program in place for Kindergarten through third grade, but wanted to begin 
one.  They hired Bea Sharpe.  The position required Bea to travel between four 
schools including one 20 minutes away from town with a K-5 music teaching 
assignment.  Bea openly accepted the opportunity, although the position did not 
come without its challenges.  Bea soon realized that teaching in this district would 
require careful attention to details.  She related two stories: 
[There is a song that] I did in [the private school] . . . it’s “a chi chi 
chi cha”. . . It’s also know[n] . . . as “Aroostashaw” and it’s like, 
you know, an additive song. . . . But on the New England Dancing 
Masters [recording], they do “a chi chi cha,” and it also has 
“Singin’ in the Rain” interspersed with it. Kids love[d] that one. 
Well, I do not do that one anymore here . . . because . . . it probably 
took me a couple of weeks before I figured out why the kids all 
started snickering on that song. Well, in Mexico, in Spanish, chi 
chis are boobies . . . And their teacher’s singing about chi chis . . . 
And, you know, it wasn’t until I saw a little boy turn to his friend 
and make a motion. I go, “Oh my God!” So, a great favorite, kids 
loved it in [the private school], [but I] can’t do it here. . .   
Another thing I had to change was, um, I do a rhythm 
game, kind of a baseball game in a way, where we do rhythm 
patterns on the board, and I play them on the drum. And there’s a 
red team and a blue team . . . [It’s] always been a very successful 
game except I came over here and the kids were kind of squirming 
uncomfortably.  And somebody finally said, “We’re not allowed to 
do red and blue activities, gang colors,” ‘cause there’s gangs in this 
town . . . Those are the two colors, and the kids aren’t allowed to 
do gang colors . . . So . . . it’s a cultural thing, you know, . . . I’m 
kind of catching on. (T Int 2 p. 4) 
 
After three years, Bea has worked through several challenges, but in the end she 
comments:   
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I love the kids . . . It’s a really . . . rewarding job, you know, I 
mean because . . . the kids see me as being the person who does 
fun things with them. Not all of ‘em. I get down on them 
sometimes, and I have to be really strict sometimes, um, but for the 
most time they love coming in the music room and, you know, and 
doing stuff, and yeah, I try and make it special for them so they 


























 Teaching can be challenging, and Bea describes some of her greatest 
challenges.  When she first started teaching in the public school position she now 
holds, the principals viewed music time as an opportunity to meet with the 
teachers, and, even better, to meet with two teachers at a time.  As a result, they 
asked Bea to double up classes, creating a situation in which Bea had 50 to 60 
children by herself in a multi-purpose room the size of a normal classroom.  Bea 
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comments, “I had to really tighten up and just be really strict . . . And I got the 
CYB (check your behavior) thing going, and all the kids understood that they 
have to watch your behavior” (T Int 1 p. 8).  Later the superintendent (Bea’s 
supervising administrator) explained the purpose of a music program to the 
principals, and class sizes were remedied.  Bea does, however, still teach close to 
1,000 students in four schools (T Int 1 p. 12), which poses several challenges, 
including, among other things, learning the children’s names. Bea laments the 
short amount of time she has with her students, she sees each class once every two 
weeks for a half-hour, “I sort of know them a little bit better, but it’s hard only 
having, you know, 18 lessons a year . . . [which is] what I get with them. That’s 
nine hours a year” (T Int 1 p. 2)!  Bea’s curriculum is also limited by traveling 
between schools and by resources.  Bea explains:   
Another challenge is [that] instruments are kind of stored at one 
school, and when I wanna do ‘em, I have to bring ‘em over myself 
. . . [which] means I have to get here extra early. I have to, you 
know, walk out to this classroom, load up a cart, take it out to my 
car. [And] if it’s raining because I have an open truck, I’m in 
trouble, and yeah, it is a pain, and the kids love instruments. And I 
would do them every day if I could, but it is so much work for me. 
And the school district cannot afford to have ‘em at every school 














 Teaching includes joy as well as challenges.  Bea comments on what she 
enjoys the most about teaching music: 
Just bringing the arts to children, just opening a new world to 
them, you know . . . Giving them something they haven’t had 
before, and a skill, a listening skill. Maybe they’re not all gonna be 
musicians, but they’re all gonna appreciate music a little bit more. 
(T Int 1 p. 9) 
 
She continues by explaining certain activities she feels are important to her 
curriculum and why:  
 
I think movement is terribly important . . . and coordination and 
balance issues . . . Those are [real] thresholds for learning, . . . a 
child cannot really learn to write and read well until, you know, 
they have reached these certain thresholds. And so I try and 
incorporate those into movement in my music classes. (T Int 1 p. 
9) 
 
Bea’s background has influenced parts of her philosophy toward teaching.  She 
gives some insight when she tells this story: 
When I was a little kid, ballet and piano were my two big things. 
And when I was in third grade, I think it was . . . they give you the 
big Stanford-Binet IQ tests, you know, and . . . I scored . . . way off 
the charts on that. And then they were thinking, “Oh, you know, 
wow we have to make sure she has an enriched life and gets lots of 
this and lots of that.” It really wasn’t that I was so much smarter . . 
. But then because they funneled me into these special things, it 
enriched my life in so many other ways. And I think all kids 
deserve that, so I consider all my classes GATE (Gifted and 
Talented) classes. I consider all my kids . . . superior in intellect, 
and I approach it from that, that they deserve the best I can give 
































Emotional Intelligence (Self-Perceived) 
The Emotional Intelligence inventory created by Perry and Ball (2004) 
assesses the four branches of Emotional Intelligence (EI) proposed by Mayer and 
Salovey (2002): identifying emotions, using emotions, understanding emotions, 
and managing emotions.  The inventory presents ten teaching situations and four 
possible reactions to each; reactions correspond to one of the four EI branches 
(see Appendix C).  The participants rate the likelihood that they will react in each 
way on a five point Likert scale (1 = Never Likely, 2 = Seldom Likely, 3 = 
Sometimes Likely, 4 = Usually Likely, and 5 = Always Likely).  Bea’s responses 
to the inventory, indicates that of the four Emotional Intelligence (EI) branches, 
using emotion is her self-perceived strongest area, followed by understanding 
emotions, managing emotion, and identifying emotion respectively.  Bea’s 
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responses are indicated in Figure 9, and represent her self-perceived emotional 
intelligence profile. 
EI Branch  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Total 
Mean 
Managing  5  3  4  2  3  3  4  3  3  4  3.4 
Understanding  3  4  2  4  2  3  4  4  5  4  3.5 
Using  5  5  4  4  3  4  3  3  5  4  4.0 
Identifying  3  4  1  2  2  4  4  3  5  3  3.1 Notes:  1-10 = Teaching Situations; Scores indicate a 5 pt. Likert scale (1 = Never Likely, 2 = 
Seldom Likely, 3 = Sometimes Likely, 4 = Usually Likely, 5 = Always Likely). 
 
Figure 9.  Bea’s scores and calculated mean scores for Perry emotional 
intelligence inventory. 
The mean scores were then converted into a bar graph for easier 
comparison (Figure 10).  The figure indicates that Bea shows a relatively high 
self-perceived score for all four EI branches, with using emotion as the strongest 
EI branch and identifying emotions the weakest EI branch.  
 
Figure  10.  Bar graph of Bea’s emotional intelligence mean scores. 
 
In an interview, Bea read the definitions for each EI branch (see Appendix 
I), and commented, “Right away I see . . . using [emotion]
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advantage for a teacher to have” (T Int 3 p. 1).  Later in the same interview, when 
asked to choose one of the branches as her strongest, she chose using emotion, 
again.  Bea explained:   
I sometimes feel when I'm teaching I'm a real drama queen because 
I have an act, you know, and I am there to, for half an hour, guide 
these kids through some . . . music. And somewhere . . . hopefully 
when they leave the room, they know a little bit more than when 
they came in. And . . . sometimes I set that up almost like a theater 
experience, you know. To just, from the minute they walk in that 
something captures them and so they can't wait to come back. So I 
feel like a lot of times I am like an actress up there, going through 
these things, so I’m using those emotions.  (T Int 3 p. 4) 
 
Identifying emotion was the self-perceived weakest area in Bea’s 
responses to the emotional intelligence inventory.  In an interview, however, 
when asked to choose one of the branches as her weakest, she chose managing 
emotions.  (It should be noted here that managing emotion refers to self-
management of one’s own emotions, and not classroom management.)  Bea 
explained, “There’s a few times that stick out in my mind that I regret. So, I’d 
have to say [managing]” (T Int 3 p. 5).  Comparing her interview answer to her 
inventory score, managing was her self-perceived second weakest area.  
Comparing the inventory scores with Bea’s interview answers shows that Bea has 







Emotional Intelligence (Observed) 
 
 
Figure 11.  Bea’s observed frequencies of emotional intelligence branches. 
 
Observed EI scores were determined for Bea (Figure 11) through analysis 
of researcher observations and interviews with the administrator and students.  To 
determine an “observed” score, I coded observation data and non-teacher 
interview data for incidences of each EI branch.  Incidents were tallied and 
became the observed score.  Thus, 62 incidences of using emotion were found in 
my observations and comments made by her administrator and three students.  I 
also found 35 incidences of identifying emotion, 16 incidences of understanding 
emotion, and 15 incidences of managing emotion.  The observed scores indicate 
that using emotion is Bea’s strongest EI branch, which is consistent with her own 
perceived notions, and managing emotion (or self-management of emotion) is 
Bea’s weakest area.   
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Bea’s administrator’s (superintendent’s) view of her strengths proves to be 
of interest here.  He also chose the using emotion branch as a strength for Bea, yet 
indicated, contrary to Bea’s self-perceptions and my observations, that managing 
emotion was her strongest branch.  He commented:  
Without a question, managing emotions [is her strongest]. I’d say a 
close runner up is using those emotions, because I’ve seen her use 
her facial expressions or use body motion, to use those to express . 
. . But again, I think that she can manage those emotions so well. 
She just has such a control over that. (T Admin p. 6)  
 
When re-examining the data for the observed scores, it occurred to me that 
if someone is managing his or her emotions, then neither the emotion nor the 
managing ability may be easily observable, and that an observed managing score 
may indicate a converse effect: The less you see evidence of it, the greater the 
skill.  This proved to be a complicated issue, however, I concluded that if a 
teacher does not need to manage their emotions then managing emotions can be 
viewed as a strength.  In addition, if a teacher does not show the management of 
emotion, this can also be viewed as a strength.  Therefore, even though Bea’s 
observed score indicates managing emotions as her weakest area (low 
incidences), it may actually be an indication of strength, as observed by her 
administrator.  Further, Bea’s two highest observed scores were for using emotion 
and identifying emotions.  These two areas appear to be more readily observable 
than understanding emotion and managing emotion, which may explain why there 
were more observed incidences of these emotional intelligences for Bea. 
Taken together, Bea is an expert user of emotion in her tone of voice and 
use of musical repertoire.  She understands children’s emotional responses and 
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uses them and her own responses to music and the children to keep the emotional 
ebb and flow going.  Bea manages her own emotions so well that it is almost 
imperceptible.  All of these require emotional competence, and a discussion of the 
relationship between Bea’s emotional competence skills and emotional 
intelligence will appear later in the chapter.  For now, the emotional intelligence 
that underlies Bea’s teaching practices helps her maintain a relatively smooth ebb 
and flow music classroom environment.  What follows is a discussion of how Bea 
handles challenging moments.  
Adaptive Coping Style (Self-Perceived) 
  
An adapted version of Gottman’s (1997) emotional parenting style 
inventory was used in this study.  For the purposes of this study I refer to 
Gottman’s styles as the teacher’s adaptive coping style using Gottman’s labels:  
dismissing, laissez-faire, disapproving and emotion coaching.  The adapted 
Gottman inventory included 37 questions in the form of teaching situations to 
which participants responded.  Scoring yields a percentage score for each of the 
four coping styles. 
 Bea’s answers to the Gottman inventory yielded the highest score (100%) 
for emotion coaching, followed by dismissing (56%), laissez-faire (50%), and 
disapproving (11%) (Figure 12).  This information suggests that Bea perceives 
herself as using the adaptive coping style of emotion coaching when children 




Figure 12.  Bea’s self-perceived adaptive coping scores. 
The inventory responses provide insight into Bea’s thinking regarding 
children’s emotions versus their behavior associated with the emotions.  For 
example, when referring to a child’s anger, Bea feels that children have the right 
to feel angry (Question 34), and that it is good for children to feel anger 
sometimes (Q18).  When a child displays anger in the classroom, Bea sees it as a 
time to problem-solve (Q31) and as an opportunity to get close to the child (Q17).  
When dealing with the situation in which a child is angry, she thinks it is 
important to find out why the child is angry (Q19), to try to be understanding of 
their mood (Q26), and to help them find out the cause of the anger (Q35).   
Similarly, when referring to a child’s sadness, Bea’s responses indicate 
that she feels it is important to find out why the child is sad (Q14).  When a child 
expresses sadness Bea views it as a time to problem-solve (Q6), to show the child 
that she understands (Q13), and to sit down and talk about the sadness (Q15).  
When talking with the child, Bea thinks she should help the child explore what is 
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causing sadness (Q12), and help the child figure out why the sadness is there 
(Q16).  All of these responses reflect an emotion coaching attitude.  
Adaptive Coping Style (Observed) 
Similar to the procedure for the emotional intelligence inventory, I 
analyzed observations and non-teacher interview data (i.e. administrator and 
students) for incidences of each adaptive coping style.  Incidents were tallied and 
became the observed adaptive coping scores (Figure 13).  Bea’s observed 
adaptive coping scores indicate that she leans toward the emotion coaching style 
most frequently, with 17 observed incidences.  This highest observed score for 
emotion coaching is consistent with her self-perceived scores, where emotion 
coaching was also the highest of the four adaptive coping styles.  The dismissing 
and disapproving styles were middle with the same 9 observed incidences, and the 
laissez-faire style the lowest with 2 observed incidences.  This was somewhat 
inconsistent with her self-perceived scores where the disapproving received the 




Figure 13.  Bea’s observed frequencies of adaptive coping styles.  
One of the challenges in analyzing the data using the Gottman lens was 
separating the teacher’s reaction to a child’s emotion, expression of emotion, or 
behavior.  I found that I needed to keep asking myself, “Is what I am seeing from 
Bea right now a reaction to an emotion or a reaction to a behavior?”  A child’s 
behavior may or may not be an expression of emotion, therefore, separating the 
two in terms of a teacher’s responses becomes difficult. For example, like other 
teachers, Bea has a discipline policy she uses when faced with adverse situations.  
She calls her technique CYB or “Check Your Behavior.”  She explains:  
The general rule is that you get three CYBs, you have to sit out, 
but that’s a very loose rule. Sometimes one CYB and you’re out.  
It really depends . . . Sometimes no CYBs, you’re just out and you 
get sent back to class. (T int 2 p. 14)  
 
While Bea’s CYB “rule” generally refers to behavior, when asked to describe her 
reaction to a child’s display of anger, she replied:   
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Yeah, I’ve seen kids physically haul off and kick or hit somebody, 
you know, and [my first reaction,] . . . well, it’s, uh . . .  
disappointment that they would use their bodies instead of words, 
and . . . then separation . . . sometimes a, I do CYBs, I don’t call 
them time outs, you know, but it’s essentially a time out to cool 
off. (T Int 2 p. 13) 
 
A kick may not always indicate anger, however, this description appears to be a 
response to a child’s behavior (kick) caused by the child’s emotion (anger), not a 
reaction to the child’s emotion or behavior alone.  Often, in classroom situations, 
the behavior (especially if harmful) needs to be dealt with immediately.  On the 
surface it may appear that Bea is only dealing with the behavior (the kick), 
however, Bea’s responses indicate she recognizes, in this case, the kick as anger 
(“haul off an kick,” . . . “use their bodies instead of words”), and she feels it is 
important to problem-solve and find out why a child is angry.  In a classroom 
setting this may occur after a “cooling off” period of time or when the teacher is 
not directly teaching a lesson. 
 Bea’s strongest adaptive coping style in both the self-perceived and 
observed data, was emotion coaching.  Gottman outlines five steps in the emotion 
coaching process: 
1.  Become aware of the child’s emotion. 
2.  Recognize the emotion as an opportunity for intimacy and teaching. 
3.  Listen empathetically, validating the child’s feelings. 
4.  Help the child find words to label the emotion he is having. 
5.  Set limits while exploring strategies to solve the problem at hand. 
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The observed incidences show how this emotion coaching style may work for 















whole class joins her and yells, “Over!” And the lesson continues. (T Obs 2A 
8:50) 
 
In this incident, Bea becomes aware of the student’s emotion (step 1, 
disappointment) and listens to the student (step 3).  Bea sees this expression as an 
opportunity for teaching (step 2), speaks to the class, and helps them label the 
possible feelings in this situation, “unhappy” (step 4).  Finally, she gives them 
limits by suggesting a strategy for dealing with the problem (step 5), and 
subsequently gives them time to whine, thus solving the problem.  Because there 
are five steps in the emotion coaching process, it may take time to work through 
the steps particularly with a whole group.  Another incident, however, shows how 
the emotion coaching can be accomplished efficiently and with little distraction in 











but uses proximity to keep him on track during group work. (T Obs 2B 22:36) 
 
This incident occurred in less than two minutes, but in that amount of time 
Bea became aware of the child’s emotion (step 1, possibly disappointment, 
frustration, discouragement).  She listened to his concern (step 3) and helped him 
solve the problem (step 5).  Steps 2 and 4, teaching about the emotion and 
labeling the emotion are unclear in this situation, as the conversation could not be 
heard during the observation, however, the opportunity was available in the 
conversation.  This all occurred while the rest of the class was still working, thus 
the flow of the lesson was not disrupted. 
Bea’s administrator reported observing similar actions in different 
situations and recalls: 
I’ve seen [Bea] be patient with [students] . . . I’ll give an 
example . . . of the butterfly dance, or whatever it was they 
were doing. And I remember particularly a girl who refused . . . 
It was an older group of kids, and they just refused. And [Bea], 
you know, would comment, “Come on now. Let’s start going.” 
And the student wouldn’t do it. Bea didn’t make a big deal 
about it. She didn’t single out the kid. She didn’t stop the 
whole class and go over to the kid. She ignored the behavior, 
because it wasn’t disruptive, it simply was not engaging in the 
activity. The girl was pouting or whatever she was doing. At 
some point though, [Bea] went over, you know, while the kids 
were doing their thing. Once she got them going and they were 
flying all over the classroom, she went over to the child and 
she got down and said, “What’s the problem?” You know, 
blah, blah, blah. But the other kids were engaged . . . they were 
giggling and laughing and they were dancing around . . . . And, 
I’m not saying that the girl got up and danced around and a 
miracle occurred and light came down from the sky. The point 
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is though, [Bea] went over to talk with the child while the other 
kids were still participating. We didn’t sit the whole class down 
while the whole class stared at her and watched her as she 
talked to the child. Instead, she graceful went over, “What’s 
going on?” and she let the kid have [her emotion]. Eventually 
this girl, did grudgingly begin to participate. But [Bea] didn’t 
single her out and I think we sometimes get lost on that.  (T 
Admin p. 4-5) 
 
In this example, evidence of the emotion coaching steps can be seen in 
Bea’s awareness of the child’s emotions (step 1), recognized as an opportunity for 
intimacy by going over to the child and getting down at eye level with her (step 
2), listening to the child (step 3), and allowing her time to vent and then to return 
and participate (step 5).  Step 4, labeling the emotion, is not known, but the 
opportunity was there in the conversation between Bea and the student.  It is also 
important to note the explanation the administrator provides for why he felt it was 
appropriate for Bea to ignore (or dismiss) the child’s emotional display at first: 
“because it wasn’t disruptive.”  This shows a possible appropriate application of 
the Gottman’s dismissing style within a classroom setting.  In addition, the 
administrator notes the unique and multiple responsibilities a teacher has toward 
all of the children when one student displays a negative emotion.  At those 
moments the teacher must make decisions and multiple adaptive coping styles 
may play a large role in the teacher’s decision making. 
Bea’s observed adaptive coping scores compared with her adaptive coping 
self-perceived scores and analysis of observed incidents show that Bea’s attitude 
is consistent with her actions.  Bea perceives herself as an emotion-coach, and 
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based on observations, I would also categorize her adaptive coping style as 
emotion coaching. 
Emotional Competence Skills 
Saarni (1999), outlines eight skills related to emotional competence: 
1. Awareness of one’s own emotions 
2. Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions 
3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion and expression 
4. Capacity for empathic involvement 
5. Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from 
external emotional expression (dissemblance) 
6. Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and distressing 
circumstances 
7. Awareness of emotional communication within relationships 
8. Capacity for emotional self-efficacy 
 
Bea shows evidence of the eight Saarni skills in her teaching.  In the next section, 
I provide an example in which all eight Saarni skills are evident in a single 
incident followed by examples highlighting each skill.  
 In an interview, Bea relates an incident that demonstrates all eight of the 
emotional competence skills: 
One of the things that bugs me with my conscience is last year a 
boy in kindergarten . . . was having a bad day, and um . . . I was a 
little testy with him. And then, really, afterwards I thought that 
wasn’t nice of me. I don’t know what was wrong with him. I 
should have found out. You know, and he’s normally . . . you 
know, something was not quite right with him most days, so I sort 
of dismissed him. But then I thought back . . . there was something 
going on, you know, I really let him down. So the next time he 
came for music I made a point of . . . engaging myself with him a 
little bit more and as he left the room, giving him a compliment . . . 
And he’s kind of been putty in my hands ever since. He’s been one 
of my really great students and he . . . makes a point of being a real 
stand out student in music. And I’m not saying it’s because of that, 
but . . . you know, I was kind of snippy with him one time and I 
could have really turned him off to music if I hadn’t made a 
conscious effort to try and fix that . . . I still feel guilty about it, 
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you know, but he’s a great kid . . . [and] he’s really, really good in 
music. (T int 3 p. 9) 
 
Each of the Saarni emotional competence skills is apparent in this 
incident.  Bea shows awareness of her own emotions (skill 1) when she says, “I 
was a little testy with him,” “I was kind of snippy,” and “I still feel guilty about 
it.”  These phrases also demonstrate Bea’s ability to use the vocabulary of 
emotion and expression (skill 3).  When Bea comments, “Something was not 
quite right with him,” her ability to discern others’ emotions is apparent (skill 2).  
Bea’s empathy (skill 4), or understanding of another’s feelings, becomes evident 
when she says, “I really let him down” and “I could have really turned him off to 
music.”  Bea understood what the boy could be feeling, and, she felt bad for him.   
Skill 5, the ability to recognize dissemblance, comes into play when Bea 
states, “something was not quite right with him most days . . . but then I thought 
back . . . there was something going on.”  Here her ability to realize that this 
student’s outer expression was possibly different from his inner emotions is 
evident: “there was something going on.”  When Bea made a “point of engaging” 
him the next time he came to music class and made a “conscious effort” to re-
engage the child, she demonstrated the capacity for adaptive coping with aversive 
emotions and distressing circumstances (skill 6).   
Bea is aware of her emotional communication within the asymmetric 
relationship of teacher and student (skill 7), when she explains, “I could have 
really turned him off to music if I hadn’t made a conscious effort” to find out 
what was wrong and to use appropriate communication within their relationship, 
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including to engage with the student more by giving him a compliment as he left.  
Lastly, Bea displays the capacity for emotional self-efficacy (skill 8) when she 
comments, “I still feel guilty about it, you know, but he’s a great kid” and “He’s 
been one of my really great students.”  In the end Bea feels she was successful in 
rectifying the situation, and she accepts her own emotional experience in this 
incident.   
 Not every emotional incident within a classroom requires all of Saarni’s 
emotional competence skills.  What follows are examples highlighting one or 
more skills in context.  Bea demonstrates her awareness of her own emotions 








doing that kind gentle help . . . I’m so proud of you!” (T Obs 4A 24:55) 
 
When Bea tells the class, “I’m so proud of you,” she expresses her own emotions 
to the students (skill1).   In this example multiple skills are also apparent, 
including discerning other’s emotions (skill 2), use of emotional vocabulary (skill 
3), and communication within relationships (skill 7).   






him a gentle pat on the back.  He sits down.  (T Obs 1B 00:27) 
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Here Bea clearly displays her ability to discern and understand others’ emotions 
(skill 2).  She is aware of the boy’s sadness and tries to help him cope by asking 
about whether it “really matters” where he stands in the circle.  When he still 
looks sad, she listens to him privately and gives him a pat on the back, implying 
that she understands his feelings.  Evidence of adaptive coping (skill 6) and 
empathy (skill 4) are also evident in this incident. 
 In the following scenario, Bea demonstrates her ability to use the 








student says, “That must be because he’s mad.” (T Obs 4B 8:45) 
 
Use of the vocabulary of emotion and expression (skill 3), becomes noticeable as 
Bea and the children cover the vocabulary for three different emotions: “upset” 
(sad), “excited,” and “mad.” 
 During observations, Bea regularly demonstrated empathy for children’s 















watch for that. (T Int 2 p. 1)  
 
Bea’s empathy for students is evident in this comment in multiple ways.  
Bea expresses “concern” about a student with “a long face,” and at the same time, 
she “hesitates” to pull a student out to talk with them “because then the other kids 
[will] think she was in trouble,” which could lead to teasing and more bad 
feelings.  Bea is aware that children may be bullied.  Bea shows empathy for the 
“sensitive kids,” those who “don’t have a special friend,” and looks for remedies.  
Other skills also apparent in this example include discerning and understanding 
other’s emotions (2); dissemblance (5); and communication within relationships 
(7), however, Bea’s empathy (skill 4) is prominent. 
 I observed Bea during the fall, when the repertoire of her second and third-
grade classes included songs related to the typical fall holidays.  One incident 










(T Obs 2B 7:39)   
 









afterwards, I wasn’t [feeling scared]. (T Int 3 p. 14-15). 
 
This is an example of skill 5: Ability to realize that inner emotional state need not 
correspond to outer expression, or what Saarni terms dissemblance.  Bea clearly 
does not feel scared in the example above, she is acting scared or as she phrased 
it, “faking it.”   Teachers often “play” with their students, implying or acting an 
emotion that the teacher does not actually feel at the time.  The interesting thing 
about dissemblance in these types of classroom scenario is that the elicited 
response (children’s giggling in response to the teacher’s presentation of fear) is 
usually completely different from what the response would be if the emotion were 
authentic.  Yet, when adults play with children in this manner, the “pretend fright” 
elicits giggles and laughing, implying that school-aged children recognize 
dissemblance. 
 Other examples illustrate Bea’s capacity for adaptive coping with aversive 
emotions and distressing circumstances (skill 6).  In an interview Bea describes 

























because I, I was just insensitive to that, you know. . . . (T Int 2 p. 
3)  
In this situation, Bea made a quick decision based on the distressed child’s 
emotions which took priority over the positive feelings of the other students, and 
she stopped the activity immediately.  Her comments indicate her feelings: she 
felt “terrible” and tried to help the child, but she couldn’t do so in class to the 
extent she desired.  After the class when she wasn’t teaching, she specifically 
sought out the child, and because of this experience, Bea chose to discard the 
activity completely for all of her classes.  In this situation Bea started to 
implement the emotion coaching steps (her adaptive coping style, Gottman) that 
are part of adaptive coping (Saarni 6) (step 1, aware of child’s emotion; step 2, 
recognize the emotion as an opportunity for intimacy and teaching).  Emotion 
coaching steps 3, 4, and 5 (listen empathetically, help the child find words to 
label, and set limits while exploring strategies) were limited by the situation 
(continuing to teach the rest of the class).  However, Bea did continue to work to 
reestablish a connection with the boy during the class, follow the class on the 
same day, and in subsequent classes.  
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When faced with aversive situations, Bea sometimes talks not only with 
students, but also with classroom teachers, showing awareness of emotional 
communication within relationships (skill 7).  She explains:  
[Classroom teachers] have more insight into what’s going on. 
Sometimes I talk to the students. I talked to this girl today to see 
what was going on with her, and sometimes some students will 
open up to me and they don’t open up to the other teacher. (T Int 2 
p. 16)   
 
Bea feels communication within a symmetric relationship is different from 
communication within an asymmetric relationship (skill 7), indicating that 
classroom teachers (symmetric relationship) may have “more insight” and may be 
more willing to share what is “going on” than a child might because of the 
asymmetric relationship between a teacher and student.  Sometimes, however, 
“some students will open up” and when they do another aspect of skill 7 emerges.  


























make allowances for it. (T Int 2 p. 16-17) 
 
In this example Bea recognizes her responsibility in this asymmetric 
relationship as a “mandated reporter,” her role as an adult this girl has “bonded 
with,” and her place as a consistent adult in this young girl’s life.  Bea’s 
emotional communication with children is different from the communication she 
has with peers, and she is very much aware of this difference. 
 When faced with an emotion-eliciting encounter in a classroom, Bea often 
feels she has accomplished what she set out to do and she is accepting of her own 




are thinking it makes my next decision usually more effective.  (T 
Int 3 p. 2) 
 
Bea’s capacity for emotional self-efficacy (acceptance of one’s feelings or 
feeling the way you want to feel) is apparent in the above example when she 
states, “I’m better able to deal with it” and that her “next decision [is] usually 
more effective,” illustrating her sense of accomplishment in such situations.   
Emotional competence is directly related to specific social contexts, as 
evident in the examples above.  In some cases several skills are utilized during 
one incident, and at other times, only one skill is required.  Emotional competence 
lies in the individual’s capacity, ability, or awareness related to the skill, not how 
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often that skill is manifest.  In the examples above, Bea exhibits all of the 
emotional competence skills at one time or another, and she does so in the context 
of interactions with children in a general music class.  
Connecting Emotional Intelligence Branches, Emotional Competence Skills, 
and Adaptive Coping Styles 
Emotional competence is emotional intelligence in action, and emotional 
competence skills are related to a teacher’s adaptive coping style.  What follows is 
a discussion of how the three theoretical frames – emotional intelligence, 
emotional competence, and adaptive coping style – work together for Bea in her 
interactions with children and her teaching practice.  
A connection can be drawn between the four emotional intelligence 
branches (Mayer and Salovey) and emotional competence skills (Saarni) as shown 













Branches (EI) 1.  Awareness of one’s own emotions  Identifying emotions Managing emotions  2.  Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions  Identifying emotions Understanding emotions  3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion and expression   Identifying emotions  4.  Capacity for empathic involvement  Understanding emotions Using emotions   5.  Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from external emotional expression  
Identifying emotions Using emotions  6.  Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and distressing circumstances  Using emotions Managing emotions  7.  Awareness of emotional communication within relationships   Using emotions  8.  Capacity for emotional self‐efficacy  Managing emotions  
 
Figure 14.  Comparison of emotional intelligence branches and emotional 
competence skills. 
Describing an incident in which a child may kick another child out of 
anger, Bea comments that her first reaction is “disappointment that they would 
use their bodies instead of words,” providing evidence of identifying emotions 
(EI), as well as awareness of her own emotions (EC skill 1) and use of the 
vocabulary of emotion (EC skill 3).  When Bea says, “I do CYB’s, I don’t call 
them time outs . . . but it’s essentially a time out to cool off,” she demonstrates her 
ability to cope with an adverse circumstance (EC skill 6), as well as her ability to 
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manage her own emotions (EI).  Her emotionally competent response also 
provides an opportunity to teach the students how to manage their own emotions 
by allowing them time “to cool off.”  Lastly, Bea’s recognition that sometimes 
kicking is “just a certain amount of horsing around, especially boys . . . . I don’t 
want to misinterpret something that really wasn’t that big a deal . . . so I try and 
understand the context,” indicates her ability to discern and understand others’ 
emotions (EC skill 2) as well as understanding emotions (EI) (T Int 2 p. 13).   
Bea also shows evidence of both emotional intelligence (Mayer and 
Salovey) and emotional competence skills (Saarni) through facial expressions and 
actions that are part of her pedagogy.  For example, when Bea makes the serious 
or mad face during a humorous song that includes the lyric “you better not laugh, 
this song’s not funny” (T Obs 3B 9:11), she is using emotion (EI) for pedagogical 
purposes.  The reaction of the students (giggling) demonstrates that they detect 
the playfulness in Bea’s expression.  Both dissemblance (EC skill 5) and 
identifying emotion (EI) are in play in the differentiation between real and phony 
emotional expression.  Dissemblance requires an awareness of one’s own 
emotions (EC skill 1) and discernment of others’ emotions (EC skill 2).  Bea 
draws students’ attention to her expression and their response by asking, “How 
come you all laugh anyway?” 
Saarni’s emotional competence skills are also consistent with the steps in 
Gottman’s Emotion Coaching style, which is Bea’s demonstrated style, according 
to both self-perceived and observed data.  Figure 15 shows areas of confluence 
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between emotional intelligence, emotional competence, and the emotional 
coaching adaptive style.   





1.  Become aware of the child’s   
     emotion. 
2.  Ability to discern and   
    understand others’  
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having. 
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Figure 15.  Areas of confluence between emotional intelligence, emotional 
competence, and emotion coaching adaptive style. 
Several of the examples in this chapter illustrate how the emotional 
intelligence branches, emotional competence skills, and the emotional coaching 





Figure 16.  Sample observation and researcher indications illustrating the 
relationship between EI, EC, and emotion coaching. 
For example, when Bea helps the boy having trouble with tying his shoes, 
she becomes aware of the child’s emotion (Coaching step 1) and his frustration 
(EC skill 2, ability to discern other’s emotions), which involves the identifying 
branch of emotional intelligence.  Bea views the boy’s emotional expression as an 
opportunity to get close and to teach (Coaching step 2), which also shows 
evidence of EC skill 7 (an understanding of the communication within 
relationships), and the using EI branch in that Bea recognizes her responsibility to 
help the student work through the frustration so he can return to participating in 
class.   
When Bea gets down and talks to the boy and listens to him she shows 
empathy (Coaching step 3), EC skill 4 (capacity for empathic involvement), as 
well as the using and understanding branches of emotional intelligence.  Evidence 
of emotional coaching step 4 (labeling the emotion) is unclear in this situation, as 
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the conversation could not be heard directly during the observation.  The 
opportunity, however, was available.  Emotional coaching step 5 (exploring 
strategies to solve a problem), on the other hand, is evident when Bea helps the 
boy focus and tie his shoe, leading to a feeling of success and to rejoining the 
group.  This shows Bea’s capacity for coping with aversive emotions (EC skill 6), 
involves understanding (EI) the boy’s emotions and helping him to manage them 
as well as managing her own emotions (EI) in this situation.  Another incident 
shows Bea’s multiple abilities (Figure 17). 
 
Figure 17.  Sample observation and researcher indications illustrating the 
relationship between emotion coaching steps and emotional competence skills. 
This instance demonstrates the relationship between the EI branches, the 
EC skills, and emotion coaching steps.  Bea is aware of the boy’s sadness 
(Coaching step 1; EC skill 2, understanding EI branch). When she walks with him 
to the side of the room, she shows evidence that she recognizes the emotion as an 
opportunity for intimacy and teaching (Coaching step 2; EC skill 7, in the 
asymmetric relationship as a teacher; and using EI branch).  Bea listens to his 
concern, even though she was becoming distracted by the class (Coaching step 3; 
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EC skill 4, capacity for empathetic involvement; and using and understanding EI 
branches).  Again, it is unclear whether Bea helped the boy label his emotion 
(Coaching step 4), which would imply use of EC skill 3 (use of vocabulary of 
emotion) and the identifying branch of emotional intelligence.  Lastly, Bea sets 
limits and provides a strategy for the boy to solve his problem (Coaching step 5) 
by allowing him to sit out and telling him that he can join the class when he feels 
better, showing her capacity for adaptive coping (EC skill 6) and involves the 
managing branch of emotional intelligence (managing her own emotions in a 
problem situation).  
Bea’s classroom is full of play, singing, movement, and giggles.  From the 
data collected in this case, using emotions is Bea’s strongest area of the emotional 
intelligence branches, and this is consistent in both her self-perceived scores, and 
observed data.  Observations and her answers to interview questions demonstrate 
that Bea exhibits all of the emotional competence skills in her teaching especially 
her sensitivity to the emotions of others.  Emotion Coaching is Bea’s preferred 
adaptive coping style and is consistent between her self-perceived scores and 
observed data.   
Bea has a deep understanding of children’s emotions.  She is aware of 
children’s responses to music and uses those emotional responses to keep the ebb 
and flow moving in the classroom.  Through her playfulness, tone of voice, and 
musical choices, Bea creates an environment in which children’s emotions are 
respected and encouraged.  She is particularly adept at managing her own 
emotions, with that ability being almost imperceptible to an observer.  At times 
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Bea may dismiss emotional displays, but she knows when to ignore and when to 
address.  Emotion coaching for Bea is almost automatic.  She has only been 
teaching for ten years, but possesses life experience, which appears to make a 
difference in her teaching practices.  In summary, Bea’s playful personality, 
caring demeanor, and respect for her students reflect her emotional competence 































Mary Lake has been teaching music at this local parochial school for 25 
years but has also taught other subjects as well.  She recalls,  “I did substitute 
teaching the first year we lived here . . . ‘cause [the music job] was part time, so 
the days I wasn’t here [I] was [doing] classroom teaching. . . . I did a lot of second 


















the next song. (B Obs 1(3) 00:00 & 4:14-7:36)  
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 Mary loved playing the piano and still does, but she also wanted to be a 
teacher.  She comments, “I just have always done it all my life.  I’d be babysitting 
and teach the kids songs” (B Int 1 p. 3).  Mary attended St. Olaf College in 
Minnesota but entered with a different idea in mind.  “I went to St. Olaf College,” 
she recalls, “thinking I’d be a classroom teacher.  Got there and they said, ‘Oh, we 
don’t offer that, sorry.’  I thought, ‘Well, I’ll stay with my music then’” (B Int 1 p. 
3), and she did.  She earned her first Bachelor of Music degree in piano 
performance, with considerable involvement in vocal music, in 1981.  Five years 
later, she earned her second Bachelor of Music degree in Vocal Music Education 




















around a bit . . . “To be consoled as to console . . .To be loved as to love.” (B Obs 
2(3) 1:30-9:30 & B Obs 4(3) 5:05-7:40) 
 
When asked how she became interested in teaching music, Mary 
responded, “Music teaching is not very secure from an employment standpoint.”  
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She continues to say that her family supported her even though they “probably 
would’ve liked me to be a nurse or a classroom teacher” (B Int 1 p. 3).  She 
continues, “I have a feeling, you know, in my era . . . because I was a girl, they 
didn’t think it was as important for me to be the breadwinner, . . . [so] it was 
allowed” (B Int 1 p. 3).  Mary is grateful that her family allowed her to pursue a 
career she enjoys.  “It’s not very secure financially” (B Int 1 p. 3), she points out 
again, but then suggests, “If you like what you do and like working with people, 
that’s a combination. It’s both the interest in the music and then just enjoying 
working with people. I really enjoy the younger children, yeah” (B Int 1 p. 3).  
Others know that Mary enjoys what she does.  Her administrator comments:  
You can tell when she’s teaching that she loves what she’s doing. . 
. . [I]t’s like a feeling that you get. Kids get that feeling, too, and so 
. . . you can see that they’re totally into it when she’s teaching (B 
Admin p. 1) . . . She’s always smiling. She’s always, I mean, it 
may not be with her mouth, but you can see it with her eyes 
because . . . when she’s talking, you can see that she’s smiling. (B 
























needs for the next activity. (B Obs 2(3) 22:58-30:45) 
 
 When Mary and her family moved from Minnesota to California she 
began working at the parochial school, which did not require her to have a state 
certificate.  Mary, however, wanted to get one.  This required her to go back to 
school which eventually, among other things, lead to a seven-year sabbatical from 
the private school.  Mary recalls this time in her life: 
Isn’t that something, [all that] I did, for two bachelor’s [degrees]? 
And then we moved here to California and I had to do [more 
classes,] . . . mainstreaming, computers, and I had to fulfill the 
requirements for the instrumental [part] in music in order to get the 
California credential.  Because here we only have one credential . . 
. it’s a single subject and it’s K–12. Blows me away.  Vocal, band, 
and orchestra. (B Int 1 p. 2) 
 
It took Mary three or four years to complete everything required, but as she 
recollects, “I just got going on it right away” (B Int 1 p. 2).  Mary worked hard 
through several challenges along the way.  “I took part of the year off,” she 
explains, “My daughter was born, and I used that time to take classes, and then 
the summer after, that following summer, I went full time, summer school” (B Int 
1 p. 2).  Mary took time to raise her family and go to school, all the while 
continuing what she loves to do – working with children doing church music.  In 
the end, Mary attained her goal through hard work and determination: 
I wanted the credential so much, I just thought I had done all that 
extra work [for the two bachelor’s] and then we moved here and I 
had to do [more] . . . And I’ve kept it current even though I’m in a 































board he has a big smile on his face. (B Obs 3(1) 14:34-24:03) 
 
 Over the years Mary has taught Transitional Kindergarten (four-year olds) 
through ninth grade.  Currently she teaches Transitional Kindergarten, first-, 
third-, sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-grade classroom music, and then a sixth-, 
seventh-, and eighth-grade choir.  She explains her current situation:  
I had the whole job here for quite a few years and then the last 
seven years, no nine, I’m job sharing now. Yeah. And I like how 
we’ve divided it out . . . we’ve split up the elementary, so it’s fun, 
you know, having [third grade] after I had seventh grade this 
morning; totally different experience. (B Int 1 p. 3) 
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In addition to the choir and classroom music, Mary is responsible for the two all-
school performances including a Christmas pageant in December and a “fine arts 
program” (B Int 1 p. 4) in April/May.  “I’m in charge of those,” (B Int 1 p. 4) 
Mary explains.  She chooses the music and “take[s] care of all the administrative 
part[s]” (B Int 1 p. 4).  “It’s a lot of work,” she says, “But you know after I’ve 
done it a lot of times . . . it’s [still] a lot of work” (B Int 1 p. 4).  She explains that 
after 25 years she feels she has a pretty good handle on it:  “At the beginning it 
was pretty overwhelming . . . [but] now I just know I do these things now, next 
week I’ll do these things . . . ” (B Int 1, p. 4). 
 Teaching presents other challenges for Mary: 
It’s a lot of energy, a lot of planning. You know, you just don’t 
leave your teaching in the school day. There’s evenings . . . [and] 
all the time[s] coming up with better ways to do things and finding 
new resources. And then there’s the times you feel like you don’t 
get through to some kids and that’s hard. (B Int 1 p. 4) 
 
In addition to the planning and energy it takes to teach music, Mary mentions the 
days that the students themselves pose challenges, “Some days the kids are just, 
they’re kind of just not very focused,” she says, “They’re . . . tired, and . . . just to, 
you know, keep from getting frustrated with them, that’s really hard” (B Int 1 p. 
5).  Usually, however, she deals with such situations with calmness and patience.  
Her administrator observes,  “She’s calm, calm.  And you know what?  She tells 
me that she’s changed a lot since last year because she had some health things 
going on” (B Admin p. 4-5).  Mary’s administrator refers to Mary’s cancer 
diagnosis and continues, “. . . so she thinks she’s better now than she used to be . . 
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. but, she really does, she just seems real calm, totally in control . . . [And] another 
































the class settles down and joins her: “Skidamarink adinkadink, skidamarink 




until he can settle down. (Obs 3(1) 2:13-4:16) 
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 Teaching also brings Mary joy.  When asked what she enjoys the most 
about teaching, she replied, “I guess just sharing in a lot of ways with music, 
sharing, doing music together” (B Int 1 p. 4).  In addition to the music making, 
Mary enjoys seeing children focus and work hard, “I like it when a class is hard 
working” (B Int 1 p. 5), she remarks, “but when they can actually do things on 
their own, that’s quite rewarding [as well]” (B Int 1 p. 4).  She explains how 
focus, independence, and enjoyment work together.  “That, to me, is kind of the 
goal . . . that they’re engaged in it and . . . enjoying it,” she says, “A certain 
calmness in the classroom and a focus on what they’re doing. If I can facilitate 
that, you know, have the setting where they can do that, . . . then they have that 
for [the rest of] their lives” (B Int 3 p. 11).  
Mary is sitting at the front of the classroom, in a chair, with the first grade 
children gathered around so they can see a children’s story book: “So this is a 
song,” Mary explains, “that has the same tune as one you know from before but 
different words for Thanksgiving.” She notices a child next to her and whispers 
that they may want to move because she doesn’t think they will be able to see.  
The child says they can, so Mary continues, “Let’s say the [title] together.”  The 
children read the title in unison, “There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a 
Pie.”“Feel free to join me,” Mary says, “I’m just going to start singing it and I 
think you’ll catch on as we go.”  She turns to the first page and begins to sing, 
“There was an old lady” and the children join her, “who swallowed a pie.”  As 
she continues the verse, she sings a bit louder, so they can hear the new words.  
The children mumble but continue to sing the tune.  When they get to “perhaps 
she’ll die,” which is the same as the version they know, they all sing 
enthusiastically.  One student sings a little silly, holding out the word “die” in an 
operatic voice.  Mary ignores this and continues with the song.  “I know an old 
lady who swallowed some cider . . .”  A boy in the back is moving his arms like a 
bird with excitement.  Mary keeps going.  “I know an old lady who swallowed a 
roll,” then with a spoken astonished expression, “Just swallowed it whole, the 
entire roll.”   
Mary asks if the children can tell what the next item is in the song by 
looking at the book.  Several excited hands are raised with “oh!” “oh!” “oh!”  
The energy level is high.  Mary calls on a student who says, “Squash?” Mary 
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replies, “Yes, squash.”  Then sings, “Here we go . . .”  The students focus and 
continue singing.   
For the next item, Mary turns the page and whispers the question, asking 
what the next item will be.  The energy level comes down, a student answers, and 
they continue, “I know an old lady who swallowed a pot.”  Then, with lots of 
vocal inflection and enthusiasm Mary reads, “I kid you not, she swallowed a pot.  
Now here we go,” and they begin to sing, listing all that the old lady has 
swallowed so far, with Mary stopping allowing the children to fill in the blanks: 
“Turkey,” “Salad,” “Squash,” “Roll,” “Cider,” and “A Thanksgiving pie that 
was really too dry, perhaps she’ll die.”  
Mary, creating excitement, asks, “What’s next?” and turns the page.  
Then she says, “Oh my,” and the students take in a breath with excitement and 
say, “Oh! A cake!”  Two boys in the back are rolling and shifting, acting a little 
antsy, but still appear to be engaged in the book.  Another boy who had chosen to 
sit away from the group starts to crawl over and finds a place in front of Mary, 
sitting on his feet.  Mary notices and, whispering, asks the boy to sit “criss-cross 
applesauce,” he does so immediately.  “I know an old lady who swallowed a 
cake, for goodness sake a ten layer cake!”  A boy says, “Whoa” in awe.  And 
others excitedly comment, “Oh, a ten layer cake?” “I wish I could eat all that.”   
They finish singing the verse and Mary turns the page to reveal the old 
lady quite large.  The children say, “Oh” and Mary responds, “I don’t know, 
that’s how I usually feel after that big a meal.”  The children chatter with 
excitement while Mary smiles.  Mary pulls them back with “Let’s see what’s 
next.”  As she turns the page, the children are still chattering a little bit so she 
says loudly, “Oh! What’s this?” creating interest for the class.  It’s bread, 
floating on the page.  They sing the first part of the song and when Mary turns to 
the last page it reads, “I’m full, she said.”  The class reads in unison the words at 
the bottom of the page, “Happy Thanksgiving.”  A couple of boys roll on the floor 
and one boy gives the boy next to him a big hug.  (B Obs 1(1) 00:4-9:23) 
 
Emotional Intelligence (Self-Perceived) 
Figure 18 shows Mary’s responses to the possible reactions to the four EI 
branches, for each of ten situations on the emotional intelligence inventory 
(Appendix C).  For example, Mary chose “always likely” for the managing 
reaction to situation 1, resulting in a score of 5.  Mary’s mean scores for the four 
branches of emotional intelligence were:  4.6, using emotion; 4.2, understanding 
emotion; 3.7, managing emotion; and 2.8, identifying emotion.  
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 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Total 
Mean 
Managing  5  4  5  4  2  4  4  2  3  4  3.7 
Understanding  3  4  4  4  4  4  5  5  4  5  4.2 
Using  5  5  4  4  4  5  5  5  5  4  4.6 
Identifying  4  3  2  2  1  4  5  2  2  3  2.8 Notes:  1-10 = Teaching Situations; Scores indicate a 5 pt. Likert scale (1 = Never Likely, 2 = 
Seldom Likely, 3 = Sometimes Likely, 4 = Usually Likely, 5 = Always Likely). 
 
Figure 18.  Mary’s scores and calculated mean scores for Perry emotional 
intelligence inventory. 
These total mean scores were then converted into a bar graph (Figure 19).  
From her answers on the EI inventory, Mary’s scores indicate using emotion as 
her self-perceived strongest area among the four EI branches, followed by 
understanding emotion, managing emotion, and identifying emotion respectively.   
 
Figure 19.  Mary’s self-perceived emotional intelligence inventory scores. 
While the data in the graph indicate that Mary perceives her strongest EI 
area as using emotion and her weakest area as identifying emotion, when 
presented with definitions of the four branches of emotional intelligence in an 
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interview, Mary chose understanding emotion as her strongest.  Mary explains 
why she chose understanding:  
Because I think I tend to identify, usually, the complexity of 
people. It doesn’t mean I can always deal with it or manage my 
own responses. But, uh, I think I tend to . . . not come to snap 
judgments on people but kind of [ask], “Why are they doing this?” 
Or like, “Why are they doing that?” Not just go, “Wow, they’re 
doing this and they’re bad people.” You know, I tend to wonder a 
bit, “I wonder what’s causing this?” and think about that. (B Int 3 
p. 5) 
 
When asked to identify her weakest area, Mary chose using emotion and 
commented, “Not so much in kind of the curricular area, but more in the 
classroom setting on how they interact with each other” (B Int 3 p. 5).  This is an 
interesting response when compared to her inventory scores, which shows using 
emotion as her self-perceived strongest area.  Comparing Mary’s responses to the 
inventory with her answers in the interview, it is unclear whether Mary has a 
consistent self-perception of her emotional intelligence as a teacher.  While the 
inconsistencies are interesting, they may also be attributed to different forms of 
data and presentation of emotional intelligence.  In the inventory, the EI branches 
are presented in the form of possible reactions to written teaching situations.  In 
the interview, I presented (and Mary read) the more complex definitions of 
emotional intelligence.  Thus, different interpretations are possible.  
Emotional Intelligence (Observed) 
Data was coded and inventory scores calculated.  I then obtained the 
observed emotional intelligence frequencies by tallying incidences of each EI 
branch as evident in my analysis of the observations and non-teacher (i.e. 
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administrator and students) interview data.  As shown in Figure 20, I identified 40 
incidences of using emotion, 32 incidences of managing emotion, 18 incidences 
of understanding emotion, and 17 incidences of identifying emotion.   
 
Figure 20.  Mary’s observed frequencies of emotional intelligence branches. 
The observed emotional intelligence frequencies indicate that Mary’s 
strongest EI branch is using emotion and her weakest is identifying, consistent 
with her inventory responses.  Her administrator, on the other hand, chose 
managing emotion as Mary’s strength.  She explains:  
Well I would have to say that she’s the fourth one, the managing 
emotions . . . I think just because of . . . our personal conversations 
that we’ve had    . . . She had to take some time off last year, and 
so she has shared with me sort of how she got through that . . . just 
from our talking about life and not necessarily about the classroom 
or the music production or whatever    . . . Just listening to her talk 
about things that she’s been through. She’s been through a lot in 
her health, and I think that . . . she’s learned a lot going through 
that, you know.  [And] translating [that] into the classroom . . . 
because even just like the time with the junior high kids that I can 
think of, she was really patient. It was like she just totally 
understood that that was where they were, not taking it personal, 
you know, so yeah . . . she’s able to do that. (B Admin p. 7) 
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The administrator’s choice of managing emotion is somewhat consistent with 
Figure 20, where managing emotion is the next highest observed emotional 
intelligence.  Then again, when explaining how Mary responds to emotions in the 
classroom, the administrator uses the word “understood,” which indicates 
understanding emotion as a strength, consistent with Mary’s interview answer.  
 Taken together, Mary’s interview answer and her administrator’s 
comments, Mary understands children’s emotions, seeing the complexity and 
emotional chains behind emotional displays.  Because of this understanding she 
uses emotion through song choice and structure.  Although Mary does not directly 
identify emotion for students, her song choices often include emotional words in 
the lyrics.  Mary appears to be well aware of her own emotions and manages them 
well when adverse situations arise.  What follows is a discussion of how Mary 
handles such circumstances.     
Adaptive Coping Style (Self-Perceived) 
For the purposes of this study, a teacher’s self-perceived adaptive coping 
style is the Gottman style they tend to utilize most often when faced with an 
adverse situation in the classroom (see Appendix I).  Based on answers to the 
Gottman inventory, Mary scored highest (92%) for emotion coaching, followed 




Figure 21.  Mary’s self-perceived adaptive coping style inventory scores. 
The 92% score for emotion coaching shows that Mary chose “true” for 12 of the 
13 emotion coaching questions on the Gottman inventory.  The other scores 
indicate that Mary marked “true” for 5 out of 9 dismissing questions, 3 out of 6 
laissez-faire questions, and 1 out of 9 disapproving questions.  This information 
suggests that Mary perceives herself as making choices consistent with the 
adaptive coping style of emotion coaching.  
Analysis of individual inventory responses provides insight into Mary’s 
thinking regarding children’s emotions.  When referring to a child’s anger, Mary 
feels that children have the right to feel angry (Q34) and that it is good for 
children to feel anger sometimes (Q18).  When a child displays anger in the 
classroom, Mary sees it as a time to problem-solve (Q31).  With an angry child, 
she thinks it is important to find out why the child is angry (Q19), be 
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understanding of the child’s mood (Q26), and to help the child find out the cause 
of the anger (Q35).   
Similarly, Mary’s responses to questions about a child’s sadness indicate 
that she feels it is important to find out why the child is sad (Q14), to show them 
that she understands (Q13), and to sit down and talk over the sadness (Q15).  
Viewing a child’s sadness as a time to problem-solve (Q6), Mary thinks that she 
should help the child explore what is making them sad (Q12) and help them figure 
out why the sadness is there (Q16).  These responses reflect an emotion coaching 
attitude.  
Adaptive Coping Style (Observed) 
I analyzed observation and non-teacher interview (i.e. administrator and 
students) data for incidences of the Gottman adaptive coping styles.  Incidences 
were tallied and became the observed scores (Figure 22).  Mary’s observed 
Gottman scores indicate that she leans toward the dismissing style most often with 
20 observed incidences, which is inconsistent with her self-perceived scores, 
where the emotion coaching style was highest.  The disapproving style was the 
second most frequently observed with 11 incidences, emotion coaching 10 
incidences, and the laissez-faire style the lowest with 8 incidences. 
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Figure 22.  Mary’s observed frequencies of adaptive coping styles. 
Gottman describes the dismissing style as “disregard[ing], ignor[ing], or 
trivializ[ing] children’s negative emotions” (Gottman, 1997, p. 22).  For the 
purposes of this study, incidences of ignoring children’s overly expressive 
positive emotions are included in order to fit the broader idea of a potentially 
adverse situation within a music classroom setting.   
Observed incidences show Mary’s dismissing style.  For example, in the 
incident of the reading and singing of the book, “I Know an Old Lady who 
Swallowed a Pie,” Mary ignores (dismisses) both the boy who sings in an operatic 
voice and the boy who flaps his arms.  Both are behavioral expressions of a 
child’s emotions.  Mary continues the activity without addressing either of these 







song and does not address the boy. (B Obs 2(3) 8:20) 
 
Mary disregards this negative emotional display of boredom by continuing the 








Mary’s dismissing style is shown when she ignores the boy, continues with the 
lesson, and calls on another student.  It is interesting to note, however, that the 
boy refocused on his own, and the lesson was not disrupted.   
In an interview Mary explained why she may choose to ignore such 
incidents, stating, “Sorry, [but] . . . sometimes [negative behavior will] go away. 
Sometimes something will click in the student and they, they just, they’re back” 
(B Int 3 p. 8).  She continued to explain that she consciously does not stop in the 
middle of a song/activity, “Because, boy, then that’s all we do. Then we’re just, 
that’s all we’re doing is dealing with negative behavior . . . I can’t deal with every 
little . . . thing” (B Int 3 p. 8).  In another interview Mary also made clear her 
dismissing reaction to a child who had expressed frustration: “. . . sometimes 
there’s no way around it. They just need time to experience . . . and just . . . not 
draw attention to them and let them work through it” (B Int 2 p. 2). 
In addition to ignoring or dismissing most negative displays, Mary also 
mentions her thoughts on low-key reactions to children’s positive emotional 
displays.  She states:  
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I don’t stop it, and I also try not to react so strongly. I would just 
kind of like [say], “Oh, how fun.”  Or you know, just something 
like that . . . ‘cause I think I could squash it if I get too [involved], 
then it becomes my thing instead of their thing.  (B Int 2 p. 4) 
 
Mary acknowledges children’s displays of emotion but allows them to either work 
through negative emotions on their own or allows positive displays to be “their 
thing.”  Through experience Mary has found that children often, when left alone, 
will come back to the activity on their own.  She states clearly her reasons for 
making the choices she does: if a teacher tries to deal with every display, that 
would be all they are doing within a given class period, and when a teacher reacts 
too strongly then the experience becomes about the teacher and not the students.   
Even though the self-perceived and observed data do not appear to support 
this, my overall impression of Mary’s adaptive coping style is laissez-faire.  Mary 
makes it clear that she accepts children’s emotions and empathizes with them. Her 
actions show that she usually does not offer guidance or set limits for the children, 
or she simply ignores minor incidents, thus giving the impression of a dismissing 
style.  Her acceptance of children’s emotions, as described in her interview data, 
combined with observations of her actions are consistent with the definition of 
laissez-faire.     
Still, Mary’s observed adaptive coping scores (dismissing) and my overall 
impression (laissez-faire) are inconsistent with her self-perceived adaptive coping 
style (emotion coaching).  One explanation for this could be that from an 
observed perspective, Mary dismisses emotional displays in the moment.  Her 
interview comments indicate that she accepts children’s emotions (laissez-faire), 
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but due to limited time, she may have the intent (which is not observable) of 
addressing the displays (applying the emotion coaching process) after class.  In 
the third interview, Mary commented that she does not have time for “extended 
problem solving . . . not during the class.”   She continued, “Maybe there needs to 
be another interaction at a later point,” implying possible application of the 
emotion coaching steps (B Int 3 p. 9).  Another explanation, for the 
inconsistencies in the adaptive coping style findings is that Mary might have been 
dismissing emotional displays she may have otherwise addressed had I not been 
in the room.  Observations always bring with them this challenge, and Mary 
confirmed it.  After the third observation of a particularly difficult class, Mary 
commented to me that she was feeling the pressure of being observed, and that if 
she hadn’t been observed she would have “lost it.”  She didn’t know “if the kids 
were feeling it from her, or what,” but they were testing her.  And for Mary, her 
response didn’t feel like a “normal reaction” (B Obs 3(1)).  I do not know how 
Mary would have “normally” reacted to the difficult situation, but because of her 
honesty, I do know that because she was being observed she made different 
choices than what she felt she “normally” would have made. 
I believe that Mary perceives herself as an emotion coach and that she has 
the attitude consistent with the emotion coaching style.  When compared to her 





Emotional Competence Skills 
Saarni (1999) outlines eight skills related to emotional competence: 
1. Awareness of one’s own emotions 
2. Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions 
3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion and expression 
4. Capacity for empathic involvement 
5. Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience 
from external emotional expression (dissemblance) 
6. Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and 
distressing circumstances 
7. Awareness of emotional communication within relationships 
8. Capacity for emotional self-efficacy 
 
Mary shows evidence of the eight Saarni skills in her teaching.  In the next 
section, I provide an example in which several of the eight Saarni skills are 
evident in a single incident followed by examples highlighting each skill.  
  In the third interview, referring to the importance of the emotional content 
in the musical choices she makes, Mary shared a special opportunity she and her 
fourth through eighth-grade choir students in this Parochial school experienced: 
We sang for a funeral . . . this winter. It was a good funeral, I mean 
it was a man who was in his 80’s, lived a wonderful life. [He] had 
grandchildren at our school. It was someone that they knew, 
slightly, so we saw this as a really good opportunity for them to 
observe, um, that setting and sing that music.  And, you know, I 
prepared them that there would be people that who would be 
feeling a lot of grief, so they would see that. And of course I am 
more aware that someday that will be one of their family members, 
so just [to] experience the community handling an event like that 
[was important].  (B Int 3 p. 6-7) 
 
Here, Mary shows that she understood what children might have felt when they 
attended the funeral because “it was someone that they knew" (EC skill 2, discern 
and understand other’s emotions).  Mary exhibits her empathy for her students 
when she explains that “I am more aware that someday that will be one of their 
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family members” (EC skill 4).  Realizing her role as a teacher (EC skill 7, 
communication within relationships), she adapted to the circumstances (EC skill 
6, adaptive coping) by preparing the children to witness others’ grief (EC skill 3, 
use of vocabulary).  Overall, Mary relates this story because she feels she was 
successful in dealing with a potentially distressing circumstance in a way that she 
felt comfortable to her and supported the children (EC skill 8, self-efficacy).   





[that] you need me.  Let’s just do it together.” (B Obs 4(1) 4:27) 
 
In this example, Mary is aware of her own emotions (EC skill 1) when she says, 
“I feel so good,” and potentially aware of the students’ emotions of struggle or 
frustration (EC skill 2).  Emotional competence skill 3, use of vocabulary of 
emotion and EC skill 8, self-efficacy are also evident here, however, EC skill 1 is 
most prominent in this example. 
Emotional competence skill 2 (discern and understand others’ emotions) 













Int 2 p. 5) 
 
Mary says that this student is “enthusiastic” and “means well,” but that he is also 
“sensitive” and if she singled him out to correct him he would “shut down,” thus 
illustrating her ability to read his emotions (EC skill 2) and use the vocabulary of 
emotion (EC skill 3).  Mary is similarly aware of the differing emotional state and 
responses of children (EC skill 2), as well as her own emotions (EC skill 1) in the 







they’re singing a song. (B Int 2 p. 1) 
 
 Mary plainly refers to EC skill 4 (capacity for empathic involvement) in 










my attention. Um, concern.  (B Int 2 p. 2) 
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Mary also clearly explains her use of EC skill 5 (dissemblance).  In the 
next example, she describes the conscious effort to not let her inner emotional 










10 again and [am] watchful. (B Int 3 p. 7) 
 
Mary clarifies how she prevents her own negative emotions from showing and her 
ability to dissemble by counting to ten and being “watchful.”  In addition, Mary 
voices the belief that if she were to allow impatience rather than patience to be 
manifest, undesirable “damage” could occur. 
This next example illustrates Mary’s adaptive coping with aversive 









people to speak for themselves.” (B Obs 2(1) 26:48) 
 
Here Mary starts by ignoring the emotional displays, but when the children cannot 
work it through themselves she steps in, displaying her ability for adaptive coping 
(EC skill 6).  A point of interest is Mary’s response to an interview question 
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regarding problem solving related to emotional moments in her classroom.  She 
says: 
It’s challenging in a music class. I mean, I think of a classroom 
teacher where the kids are working on their math or their reading 
or something and can have a bit more time. So here [if something 
happens] I have these other kids waiting for the next thing. So, um, 
you know, problem solving. I’m probably not doing much of that. . 
. . It’s more . . . directing them to reflect . . . on their behavior. . . . 
But as far as an extended problem solving, in the long term, no, not 
during the class. That would be something I wouldn’t have time for 
during the class. You know, maybe there needs to be another 
interaction at a later point. (B Int 3 p. 9) 
 
Saarni’s emotional competence skill 6, adaptive coping, is related to Gottman’s 
adaptive coping styles.  As noted earlier, Mary’s self-perceived adaptive coping 
scores indicate that Mary views her adaptive coping style as an emotion coach, 
her observed scores indicate she prefers the dismissing style, and my indications 
point toward the laissez-faire style.  The example above and her comment point to 
the complexity of the issue.  Mary’s initial response in action is the dismissing 
style; she allows the boys time to try to work it through themselves thus accepting 
their emotions.  When they cannot, however, she steps in to end the argument but 
fails to offer guidance and sets limits only in a minimal way, thus demonstrating 
laissez-faire style.  This is consistent with her comment explaining her feeling of 
the lack of time to effectively problem-solve when other students are waiting.  
Her additional comment that “there needs to be another interaction at a later 
point” then directs attention to a possible emotion coaching attitude.  In other 
words, if Mary felt she had more time, she may follow an emotion coaching style.  
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However, because of the lack of time, she tends to dismiss first, and if the 
situation does not correct itself, she takes a more laissez-faire approach.   
 Mary’s awareness of emotional communication within classroom 











2 p. 1) 
 
Over the years Mary’s concept of what the teacher/student communication should 
be has changed.  She now feels that she needs to think about the child, that 
sometimes they need to come to her, and that that is okay in an asymmetric 
relationship.  Mary credits a teacher development program her school has 
implemented over the last few years, “Love and Logic,” for part of this change in 








you know. It’s . . . a tool. (B Int 2 p. 7) 
 
Mary views the teacher/student relationship as most important, and while there 
may need to be consequences when dealing with adverse situations, they should 
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be within the context of learning.  It is the role of the teacher, Mary believes, to 
help the child learn how to interact with others and how to deal with their own 
emotions.  Again, it is interesting to note that these beliefs fall under the attitude 
of Gottman’s emotion coaching style, but as previously noted, Mary’s style in 
action is more consistent with laissez-faire.  In addition, Mary points out that 
“different administrators come in new, and then we get kind of a new [system], 
‘cause a school will have a discipline procedure that is important to fit in[to]” (B 
Int 2 p. 7).  Although classroom management is out of the scope of this study, the 
procedures Mary refers to could also effect the emotional communication between 
a teacher and student if the teacher feels they need to fit into certain guidelines set 
by an administrator.   
Mary has the capacity for self-efficacy (skill 8).  She explains clearly the 

















constructive to [just] react. (B Int 3 p. 4) 
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When Mary says, “We as teachers are people and have our own reactions,” which 
they should recognize, monitor, and (when inappropriate) control, she is 
demonstrating EC skill 1, awareness of one’s own emotions, as well as EC skill 8, 
emotional self-efficacy. 
Unlike Perry’s emotional intelligence branches, Saarni’s emotional 
competence skills do not appear to work as a strength or weakness.  Rather, 
emotional competence is directly related to specific social contexts, as evident in 
the examples above.  In some cases, several emotional competence skills are 
utilized during one incident, and at other times, only one skill is required.  The 
question lies in whether the individual has the capacity, ability, or awareness 
related to the skill and not how often that skill is used.  In the examples above, 
Mary exhibits all of the emotional competence skills at one time or another.  
Connecting Emotional Intelligence Branches, Emotional Competence Skills, 
and Adaptive Coping Styles 
Emotional competence (Saarni) is emotional intelligence (Mayer and 
Salovey) in action, and emotional competence skills (Saarni) are related to a 
teacher’s adaptive coping style (Gottman).  What follows is a discussion of how 
emotional intelligence branches, emotional competence skills, and adaptive 
coping styles work together for Mary.  As noted earlier, connections can be drawn 
between the four emotional intelligence branches and emotional competence 





Branches (EI) 1.  Awareness of one’s own emotions  Identifying emotions Managing emotions  2.  Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions  Identifying emotions Understanding emotions  3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion and expression   Identifying emotions  4.  Capacity for empathic involvement  Understanding emotions Using emotions   5.  Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from external emotional expression  
Identifying emotions Using emotions  6.  Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and distressing circumstances  Using emotions Managing emotions  7.  Awareness of emotional communication within relationships   Using emotions  8.  Capacity for emotional self‐efficacy  Managing emotions  
 
Figure 23.  Comparison of emotional intelligence branches and emotional 
competence skills. 
Examples from Mary’s classroom help to illustrate these connections.  










Pedagogically Mary feels it is important to hear her students sing alone so she can 
assess them and support their musical development.  Mary understands, however, 
that singing alone could create uncomfortable feelings for a child (EC skill 2, EI 








(B Int 3 p. 10) 
 
She shows her empathy for her students by stating, “It’s hard on people” (EC skill 
4, EI understanding).  Mary believes it is her responsibility (EC skill 7), as the 
teacher, to create an emotionally safe environment (EC skill 6, EI using) as 
evidenced when she asks her students not to turn around and look at the soloist.  
Mary also appears confident in the way she deals with this emotional situation 
(EC skill 8 and EI managing her own emotions).  In this example, Mary’s 
emotional competence skills and emotional intelligence takes a part in her 
music/activity choice, her direction of student attention, and lead to a feeling of 
self-efficacy.   
 In a response during an interview, Mary described an incident where EC 









to show that, really. (B Int 2 p. 3) 
 
Deliberately expressing an emotion on the outside that does not match the 
emotion felt on the inside is called dissemblance.  This two-part act shows that 
Mary is aware of her own emotions (EC skill 1; EI identifying) and is able to use 
them to manage her real feelings by expressing a different emotion on the outside 
(EC 5 dissemblance; EI managing).  Mary continues and explains that sometimes 
she feels it is “good” to express her real feelings.   




(B Int 2 p. 3) 
 
Here Mary displays her ability to use the vocabulary of emotion (EC skill 3) and 
to identify her feelings (EI identifying) when she states, “I’m feeling frustrated.”  
When Mary says, “it’s often a signal that I need to change the lesson somehow,” 
she demonstrates her ability to cope with aversive emotions (EC skill 6 and EI 
managing).  In addition, because Mary understands or is aware of the students’ 
feelings (EC skill 2; EI understanding) as well as her own emotion (EC skill 1; EI 
managing), she makes a decision to move on and change her lesson. 
Gottman’s emotion coaching style appears to make use of most of the 
emotional competence skills and all of the emotional intelligence branches.  In 
other words Saarni’s skills and Mayer and Salovey’s EI branches appear to be 
consistent with Gottman’s emotion coaching style (Figure 24).  If another 
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adaptive coping style dominates, however, it appears that certain Saarni skills are 
lacking or are “weak” (Figure 25).   





1.  Become aware of the child’s 
emotion. 





2.  Recognize the emotion as an 
opportunity for intimacy and 
teaching. 





3.  Listen empathetically, 
validating the child’s feelings 




4.  Help the child find words to 
label the emotion he is having. 
3. Ability to use the 




5.  Set limits while exploring 
strategies to solve the problem at 
hand. 
6.  Capacity for adaptive 
coping with aversive 






Figure 24.  Areas of confluence between emotional intelligence, emotional 
competence, and emotion coaching adaptive style. 
 
Adaptive Coping Style Lacking Emotional 
Competence Skill . . .   
Dismissing – Disregard, ignore, or trivialize 
children’s negative emotions. 
2.  Ability to discern and 
understand others’ 
emotions  
Disapproving – Critical of children’s displays of 
negative feelings and may reprimand or punish 
them for emotional expression 
2.  Ability to discern and 
understand others’ 
emotions 
4.  Capacity for empathic 
involvement 
Laissez-Faire – Accept children’s emotions and 
empathize with them, but fail to offer guidance or 
set limits on children’s behavior  




Figure 25.  Comparison of adaptive coping styles and lacking emotional 
competence skills. 
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What follows are examples of Mary’s adaptive coping style and how 
emotional competence skills and the emotional intelligence branches play a role 













address. (B 4(3) 00:55-18:58) 
 
Mary’s observed Gottman score suggested that Mary prefers the dismissing 
adaptive coping style.  It is important to note that when I was coding data I 
considered not addressing emotional displays as the dismissing style and 
mentioning displays but not offering direction as the laissez-faire style.  In this 
example Mary ignores and disregards the children’s displays, which is consistent 
with the dismissing style.  She continues singing and does not address the 
movements of the children.  This dismissing example suggests a lack of EC skill 
2, ability to discern and understand others’ emotions and the emotional 
intelligence branch of understanding emotions.  However, the behaviors are low-
level, and Mary prefers not to address them, because “then that’s all we do . . . I 
can’t deal with every little . . . thing” (B Int 3 p. 8).  Mary’s adaptive coping style 
is more consistent with laissez-faire, however; she accepts children’s emotions 
but does not offer guidance or set limits on children’s low-level behavior.  In 
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other words, Mary possesses the EC skill, but chooses, for pedagogical purposes, 
a different approach.  For example, after the second observation, Mary remarked 
to me privately about one of the boys in that particular class, noting, “He really is 
excited to be here but almost too much to get in trouble.  But I have to be careful 
because if I say something he can go the other extreme.  He’s a very sensitive 
child” (B Obs 2(1) end).  Mary does discern and understand children’s emotions 
(EC skill 2, EI identifying and understanding) and even empathizes with them 
(EC skill 4, EI understanding), but she fails to help them problem solve (lacking 
EC skill 7, EI using).  Mary again explains why she may prefer this approach, “I 
can’t deal with an event, you know, with the whole class there, but at least I 
notice [and] we’ll address this later” (B Int 3 p. 5).  As stated previously, it 
appears from Mary’s observations and interviews that if Mary felt she had more 
time, she would prefer to follow an emotion coaching style.  However, because of 
the lack of time, she tends to dismiss first, and if the situation does not correct 
itself, then she takes a more laissez-faire approach, acknowledging, at least 
privately, their emotions but not working with the children to address them.  
It is important to note that I am not suggesting that an adaptive coping 
style other than emotion coaching means a teacher lacks emotional competence 
skills.  On the contrary, as has been shown all the emotional competence skills are 
evident for Mary at one time or another.  What I am suggesting is that particular 
skills are not being utilized at some moments during situations in which emotion 
coaching is not present.  Further, emotion coaching is not always feasible in every 
classroom interaction, nor is it appropriate in every instance.  
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Mary’s classroom is full of singing, movement, order, and enjoyment.  
Using emotions appears to be Mary’s strongest area among the emotional 
intelligence branches, and this is consistent with her perceived and observed 
scores.  From observations and her answers to interview questions, Mary exhibits 
all of the emotional competence skills in her teaching, especially her use of the 
vocabulary of emotion and her awareness of others’ emotions.  The Gottman 
inventory offers a more complex portrait of Mary.  Emotion coaching is her self-
perceived style but is inconsistent with her observed scores indicating a 
dismissing style, and my analysis, which points toward a laissez-faire style.   
Teaching brings Mary joy.  This is evident in her smiling eyes and patient, 
calm manner in which she interacts with students.  Although Mary has emotion 
coach instincts she appears to dismiss or take a more laissez-faire approach more 
often in action due to a perception of time.  She believes that the relationship 
between teacher and student is important and she nurtures that in her teaching 
through her emotional competence skills.  Observation shows that Mary enjoys 
making music with children.  Her understanding and use of emotions comes 
















singing to themselves. (A Obs 3(4) 00:00) 
 
Nathaniel Emerson has been teaching music for 22 years.  Piano is his 
instrument of choice, but he also played the tuba and baritone horn all through 
high school and into college.  When asked how he chose a career in music he 
replied, “Growing up, music was something that I did a little better than others. 
My mom played piano, [so she taught me, and] . . . I played in all the concert jazz 
bands throughout high school” (A Int 1 p. 2).   When it was time for college, 
Nathaniel attended “just for the experience . . . and then just kind of fell into the 
music thing” (A Int 1 p. 2).  He recalls his decision to major in music:  
[While attending the university], I listened to [the] marching band 
[and it was] just kind of logical.  It was something I enjoyed . . . 
[and] I found myself taking a lot of music courses.  I guess my 
sophomore year I said, “Oh, maybe a music major” cause I was 
doing all the groups and taking all these courses. So then I just 
kind of kept on track, taking all the musician group classes and 










the song is over. (A Obs 3(4) 2:30-3:38)  
 
Upon completion of his BA in Music, Nathaniel continued coursework to 
complete a California teaching credential at a different university.  The credential 
took one year, and “I’ve been teaching ever since,” he said.  Nathaniel has always 
taught the subject of music, however, most of his 22 years were spent teaching 
high school band, ninth through twelvth grades.  He considers himself “more of a 






















repeats what she said and comments, “I love music, I love that!”  (A Obs 2(4) 
12:22-17:50)  
 
Before they moved to this area four years ago, Nathaniel and his family 
were living in a city.  “Financially, we had to do something.  Expenses were 
growing,” he says (A Int 1 p. 4).  “We had friends [here].”  He recalls: 
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And we would always go to [a vacation town] and on our way . . . 
we would always come through [this town] and see our friends. 
[They have] a large family . . . and we’ve got kids, and we were 
living in [the big city], and we were going, “How about a safer, 
nicer place?” We kept coming [here] and just liked it . . . So we 
sold the house, bought the house up here, paid off our debts, and 
have been here ever since. (A Int 1 p. 4) 
 
When they knew they were moving, Nathaniel applied for music positions 
available and got the job at this K-8 charter school.  At the time of this study he 


















squealing, and yelling as they leave the classroom. (A Obs 3(3) 14:01-17:25) 
 
 Nathaniel’s teaching responsibilities involve primarily Kindergarten 
through fifth-grade general music.  Nathaniel’s administrator commented on 
Nathaniel’s ability to incorporate the school’s philosophy, which focus on 
movement as crucial to learning, into his teaching.  He said: 
As a warm up activity, (Nathaniel) does [this thing] where [he] 
plays the kind of the mood music, like you’re little detectives or 
robots and things. I mean that really fits our philosophy because 
we believe it’s important to teach with movement and kinesthetic 
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activities, so you know, before we’re going to learn the words 
we’re going to [move]. It kind of warms them up. Um, the hard 
part there sometimes is then you have to calm them down. He does 
that pretty well. He kind of has some other little, um, cues and 
sounds and things he says that are teaching them the procedure and 
how you stop that and you transition to something else. And the 
kids have practiced that and so they do it pretty quickly, and in a 
half hour he’s got to be able to do that quickly. (A Admin p. 3)  
 
Nathaniel is also responsible for the upper grades, which include an elective 
dancing class for sixth through eighth grades Friday mornings and two bands after 
school: a beginning band for fourth grade and up, and an advanced band for sixth 
through eighth grades.  “There are so many things for kids to do,” Nathaniel 
remarks, “So if you can catch ‘em early and [they] stay in band . . . You know, oh 
my [gosh], it’s amazing” (A Int 1 p. 5).   
Nathaniel knows about dedication from experience and is musically 
amazing himself.  He is a gifted jazz pianist and continues to keep up his own 
skills by playing in a local group that performs big band classic tunes. His 
administrator commented, “His strength is music. I mean, he lives music.  [He] is 
a great musician himself” (A Admin p. 1), and this is evident in Nathaniel’s 






















fall to the floor laughing. . (A Obs 1(3) 00:52-7:50) 
 
 Teaching does come with challenges.  When asked what the worst-case 
scenario would look like for Nathaniel, he provides insight into what he would 
consider a challenge: 
The kids don’t want to come to music class, the kids pretend 
they’re sick to stay in the regular class and not to come to music 
class. Kids think that I’m totally unfair. All music that’s chosen is 
disliked and questioned.  All they do is argue. They play around. 
Their ability to listen and focus is out the door, just not there. 
Acting in an immature way on a constant, throughout the entire 
class period.  (A Int 2 p. 3-4) 
 
Fortunately, this is not what Nathaniel’s music classes are like.  Nathaniel 
considers himself a likeable teacher.  He likes all his classes and comments, “I get 
along with everyone, every class, so long as we’re doing our best and, you know, 
I don’t have to stop and do lectures” (A Int 1 p. 5).  Even during the times he may 
have to stop, his administrator feels he does so effectively, “I’ve never seen him 
really get upset because I think he’s pretty level that way, yet I’m sure there are 
























dance again, the smiles and giggles return. (A Obs 2(3) 13:38-17:23) 
 
Nathaniel does not have a favorite grade, but admits that the class make-
up definitely makes a difference.  He explains:  
Miss Stockton’s first grade class are fabulous, There’s just a nice 
gel and there are no big squirrels, I call them squirrels . . . [children 
who] are just a bit out of control and haven’t learned to control 
[themselves].  And in that particular class, it’s a very mellow class 
and they sing really well and they listen really well.  There’s [also] 
a 4th grade class . . . and . . . they’re great . . . . so it’s more, you 
know, how well do we listen, how well do we follow instructions.  
(A Int 1 p. 5) 
 
It is obvious to any observer that Nathaniel enjoys what he does. His 
administrator has observed:  
He’s a pretty upbeat guy . . . . He’s pretty positive.  He gets pretty 
excited when the kids perform well. He also does our all-school 
sing on Friday, so when they get up in front and do some 
performance, when his band does a concert or something, he’s very 
proud or very positive. He just seems to love it. (A Admin p. 5)  
 
Nathaniel confirms this:  
 
I love music.  I feel lucky to teach it, and I hope I show that to the 
kids. And if I think I show them I love it and how much fun it can 
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be, that might foster the feelings that I’m hoping to get [from 
them]. (A Int 2 p. 3) 
 
It appears that Nathaniel is successful in fostering positive feelings for music.  
One student remarked, “My opinion of music class is that it’s really fun and I like 











smiles.  Several students run up to Nathaniel and give him a hug.  (A Obs 3(4) 
22:12-29:41) 
 
Emotional Intelligence (Self-Perceived) 
Figure 26 displays Nathaniel’s responses for possible reactions related to 
emotional intelligence for each of the ten teaching situations on the EI inventory 
(Appendix C).  For example, Nathaniel chose “seldom likely” for the managing 
reaction to situation 4, resulting in a score of 2.  Also for situation 4 he chose 
“sometimes likely” for the understanding reaction.  A mean score was calculated 
for each of the four EI branches.  Nathaniel’s mean scores are: 4.0 for using 






EI Branch  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Total 
Mean 
Managing  5  2  3  2  1  4  5  3  4  5  3.4 
Understanding  5  2  3  3  3  4  4  3  3  5  3.5 
Using  5  4  4  4  2  4  4  3  5  5  4.0 
Identifying  5  1  2  1  2  5  5  4  4  5  3.4 Notes:  1-10 = Teaching Situations; Scores indicate a 5 pt. Likert scale (1 = Never Likely, 2 = 
Seldom Likely, 3 = Sometimes Likely, 4 = Usually Likely, 5 = Always Likely). 
 
Figure 26.  Nathaniel’s scores and calculated mean scores for Perry emotional 
intelligence inventory. 
   The mean scores for the emotional intelligence branches were converted 
into a graph (Figure 27).  Nathaniel’s scores indicate using emotion as his self-
perceived strongest EI branch, followed by understanding emotion. Managing 
emotion and identifying emotion received the same score, placing them as his 
weakest EI branches.   
 
Figure 27.  Nathaniel’s emotional intelligence inventory scores. 
 
When asked in an interview to choose his strongest EI branch, Nathaniel 
chose understanding, which was the next strongest area according to his self-
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reported answers on the emotional intelligence inventory.  Before making his 
choice, however, Nathaniel provided some insight into the complexity and 
interrelatedness of emotional intelligences in the classroom, saying, “I don’t know 
. . . they’re all tied in” (A Int 3 p. 4).  Teaching is emotionally complex.  For 
example, a teacher needs to be able to identify an emotion in order to use it.  
Similarly, teachers must understand a student’s expressed emotion in order to 
manage their own emotions appropriately in a given situation.  Perry et al. (2004) 
explain: 
For the classroom practitioner, understanding the impact that their 
own emotions and those of others have on the effectiveness of the 
teaching-learning context is important. Being able to read the 
emotions of others is a key component of understanding students 
as individuals. This understanding is a key component of any 
process of self regulation. (p. 12) 
 
 When asked which branch might be a potential area of growth, Nathaniel 
immediately responded:  
I’m always trying to manage emotions, the last one . . . There are 
moments that I get pretty upset and I constantly try to lower my, 
put myself back in neutral. Realize, sometimes, it’s a business, it’s 
a class, and you have to act a certain way. But I’m always kind of 
fighting that, too. I just want to be myself. (A Int 3 p. 4-5)  
This answer is consistent with Nathaniel’s inventory scores, where managing is 
one of his self-reported weakest areas.  Comparing Nathaniel’s inventory scores 
with his interview answers shows that Nathaniel has a somewhat consistent view 




Emotional Intelligence (Observed) 
Nathaniel’s observed EI scores consist of the tallied incidences of each EI 
branch as manifested in my analysis of the observations and non-teacher 
interviews (i.e. administrator and students).  As can be seen in Figure 28, I 
identified 22 incidences of using emotion, 21 incidences of managing emotion, 18 
understanding incidences, and 10 identifying incidences.  The observed scores 
indicate that Nathaniel’s strongest EI branch is using emotion and identifying is 
his weakest, both consistent with his inventory responses.   
 
Figure 28.  Nathaniel’s observed frequencies of emotional intelligence branches. 
It is interesting to note, however, that contrary to his reported inventory 
scores and interview answers, managing his own emotions (based on observation) 
appears to be one of Nathaniel’s strongest areas.  Nathaniel’s administrator also 
viewed managing emotion as a strength for Nathaniel.  He commented:  
Which one is his strength of these four? I think the last one 
(Managing), for him . . . this is his strength. You know . . . I’ve 
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never seen him really get upset because I think he’s pretty level 
that way, yet I’m sure there are times when he’s frustrated and it’s 
difficult. [But] that doesn’t come across. I think in general the kids 
and everyone who works here, you know, they see [Nathaniel] as 
being able to kind of ride through those things well . . . Common 
sense would say he’s going through things. I mean, the day has ups 
and downs, but he stays pretty level. (A Admin p. 6) 
 
 Taken together, Nathaniel is an expert user of emotion, especially related 
to music and emotion.  Nathaniel has a great understanding of children’s emotion 
and their emotional responses to music.  Nathaniel uses the emotional/expressive 
content of music to guide (and, at times, redirect) the energy level of the children.  
He uses the unifying power of music, and his emotional knowledge of children’s 
responses to work with the ebb and flow of the classroom climate, placing the 
music in prominence.  The environment is not always smooth, however.  What 
follows is a discussion of how Nathaniel deals with adverse situations that arise.   
Adaptive Coping Style (Self-Perceived) 
As has been discussed previously, a teacher’s “adaptive coping style” is 
the Gottman style they tend to utilize most often when faced with an adverse 
situation in the classroom.  Nathaniel scored highest (100%) for emotion coaching 
on the Gottman inventory, followed by laissez-faire (50%), dismissing (44%), and 
disapproving (22%) respectively (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29.  Nathaniel’s adaptive coping style inventory scores. 
The 100% score for emotion coaching shows that Nathaniel chose “true” for all of 
the emotion coaching questions, 13 out of 13.  The other scores indicate that 
Nathaniel marked “true” for 4 out of 9 dismissing questions, 3 out of 6 laissez-
faire questions, and 2 out of 9 disapproving questions.  This information suggests 
that Nathaniel perceives himself as making choices consistent with the adaptive 
coping style of emotion coaching.   
The inventory responses provide insight into Nathaniel’s thinking 
regarding children’s emotions.  When referring to a child’s anger, Nathaniel feels 
that children have the right to feel angry (inventory question 34) and that it is 
good for children to feel anger sometimes (Q18).  When a child displays anger in 
the classroom, Nathaniel sees it as a time to problem solve (Q31) and as an 
opportunity to get close (Q17) to the child.  When dealing with the situation, he 
thinks it is important to find out why (Q19) the child is angry, to try to be 
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understanding of their mood (Q26), and to help them find out the cause (Q35) of 
the anger.   
Referring to a child’s sadness Nathaniel’s responses indicate that he feels 
it is important to find out why the child is sad (Q14).  When a child expresses 
sadness Nathaniel views it as a time to problem solve (Q6), to show them that he 
understands (Q13) and to sit down and talk over the sadness (Q15).  When talking 
with the child, Nathaniel thinks that he should help the child explore what is 
making them sad (Q12) and help them figure out why the sadness is there (Q16).  
All of these responses reflect an emotion coaching attitude.  
Adaptive Coping Style (Observed) 
Incidences of each Gottman adaptive coping style, as indicated in my 
analysis of observations and non-teacher interviews (i.e. administrator and 
students), were tallied and became the observed scores (Figure 30).  Nathaniel’s 
observed adaptive coping scores indicate that he leans toward the disapproving 
style most often with 6 observed incidences, which is inconsistent with his 
perceived Gottman score indicating an emotion coaching style.  The dismissing 
style was the second most frequently observed with 4 incidences, emotion 
coaching 3 incidences, and the laissez-faire style, the lowest with 1 incident. 
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Figure 30.  Nathaniel’s observed frequencies of adaptive coping styles. 
It is important to note the low numbers for all of the observed adaptive 
coping styles in Nathaniel’s case record.  This indicates an overall low number of 
adverse incidences within Nathaniel’s classroom, and most were due to overly 
excited displays.  It is also of interest to note that it was Nathaniel’s students who 
mentioned three of the six disapproving incidences (e.g.  “silly boys have to sit by 
him”; “send some people outside”; and “give referrals”).  There could be a 
number of reasons for this.  First, students are not typically aware of the particular 
steps in the emotion coaching style (e.g. become aware of child’s emotion, 
recognize emotion as an opportunity to teach, listen with empathy, help child 
label emotion, and explore strategies to solve the problem), therefore they would 
not report them.   Second, from a student’s perspective they might only see, or 
remember the last step in any situation in which a teacher redirects, addresses, or 
manages an inappropriate emotional expression and may interpret that as punitive.  
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And third, students notice consequences and not necessarily how the teacher gets 
there.  All of these explanations could lead to the impression of a disapproving 
style. 
 Gottman describes the disapproving style as being “critical of children’s 
displays of negative feelings and may reprimand or punish them for emotional 
expression” (Gottman, 1997, p. 22). Again, for the purposes of this study, overly 
expressive positive emotions (which may be inappropriate) are also included in 
this definition, in order to fit the broader idea of an adverse situation within a 
music classroom setting.   
The following incidents indicate how the disapproving style may be 




“No, no, no, no.  No moaning!”  (Obs. 4 (4) 5:23) 
 
Here Nathaniel is critical of this child’s disappointment and expresses 
disapproval for the student’s moan.  An argument could be made that within a 
team context it is important to encourage children to be good sports and that there 
does not appear to be time for emotion coaching at this moment.  Gottman, 
however, would point out that only disapproval was shown in this incident and 








(Obs. 1 (3) 9:21) 
 
This incident, which began with an emotional display of over excitement, 
led to a safety issue and a minor incident of a student getting hurt.  While a 
disapproving style may be applicable within a classroom setting where a safety 
concern arises, Gottman would highlight the fact that emotion coaching would be 
more effective for teaching children how to deal with their emotions.  In this 
instance, the boy learns that jumping is not acceptable.  Nathaniel, however, could 
explore other strategies for expressing the boy’s excitement, thus providing him 
with better options within the classroom context.   
 Although Nathaniel’s disapproving style is evident in the data, I would 
categorize Nathaniel’s adaptive coping style as dismissing rather than 
disapproving.   If students’ impressions are removed from the observed incidences 
in Figure 30, Nathaniel’s scores would remain the same with the exception of the 
disapproving coping style, which would then become 3 incidences, making 
dismissing the most frequently observed adaptive coping style. 
Observed incidents provide evidence of how the dismissing style may be 
manifest in Nathaniel’s classroom: 
While lyric sheets are being collected, a boy starts hopping like a bunny around 
the room.  Nathaniel does not address, he simply moves on with his lesson. (A 
Obs 2(3) 12:54) 
 
This scene was typical of Nathaniel’s classroom, especially related to positive 
emotional displays that could be considered atypical.  When children displayed 
pleasure or happiness in a variety of ways, Nathaniel allowed for that but also 
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continue the dance, this time with more success. (A Obs 2(3) 14:30) 
 
In this example, Nathaniel appears to ignore or trivialize the children’s negative 
emotion (frustration).  He does not address the children’s frustration; he dismisses 
it by solving the problem himself and quickly moving on.   
Based on observations, Nathaniel excels at providing a positive learning 
environment for students.  He appears, however, to avoid negative expressions of 
emotion.  He abandons songs/activities potentially causing negative emotions, 
moves on to something he feels the students will like, and allows students to deal 
with negative emotional situations by themselves.  Thus Nathaniel’s adaptive 
coping style appears to be dismissing. 
Nathaniel’s administrator also described Nathaniel’s actions during 
possible adverse situations:  
A child that either doesn’t pay attention to safety in the classroom 
when they’re doing some activities, runs into another kid or isn’t 
safe, or another incident, is they don’t want to participate. They’re 
having a bad day, they don’t like that song, they don’t want to do 
it.  He’s good about giving them a little space in both those cases. 
Like, “You need to kind of get the time out, you need to sit over 
here, you need to think about what you’ve done. When you’re 
ready to re-enter the group, I’m going to give you a second 
chance,” which I really like. He doesn’t have that much time to do 
it, so if it happens in the last ten minutes of his class, he’s pretty 
much, especially if it’s a safety issue [going] to keep them out. 
He’s . . . good about getting back to the teachers and letting them 
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know this is what Jimmy did in class and then the teacher can 
follow up, that’s good.  But he hasn’t had any, really major, ah, 
discipline, where kids have thrown stuff or cussing him out or 
something. (A Admin p. 4) 
 
When asked if Nathaniel interacts with the students who are placed in a time out 
situation, his administrator replied, “He will after the class is over. He’ll hold 
them back as they are leaving ‘cause they usually walk back to class and he’ll talk 
to them” (A Admin p. 4).  This implies the possibility of the application of 
emotion coaching, consistent with Nathaniel’s self-perceived adaptive coping 
scores.  I did not observe Nathaniel, however, speaking with children after class 
because the need did not arise while I was there. 
Nathaniel’s observed adaptive coping scores (disapproving) and my 
overall impression (dismissing) are inconsistent with his perceived adaptive 
coping scores (emotion coaching).  Nathaniel perceives himself as an emotion-
coach, showing that he has an attitude consistent with the emotion coaching style.  
When compared to his actions in the classroom, however, his adaptive coping 
style could be categorized as dismissing.  Observations by his administrator 
suggest that what might appear to be a dismissing or disapproving style could be a 
postponement of emotion coaching.  Another explanation could be that, like 
Mary, Nathaniel might have been dismissing emotional displays he may have 
otherwise addressed had I not been in the room.   
Emotional Competence Skills 
Saarni developed the term Emotional Competence (EC) and outlines eight 
skills related to emotional competence: 
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1. Awareness of one’s own emotions 
2. Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions 
3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion and expression 
4. Capacity for empathic involvement 
5. Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from 
external emotional expression (dissemblance) 
6. Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and distressing 
circumstances 
7. Awareness of emotional communication within relationships 
8. Capacity for emotional self-efficacy 
 
Nathaniel shows evidence of the eight Saarni skills in his teaching.  The following 
examples highlight the eight Saarni skills. 












pretty cool. (A Int 2 p. 5) 
 
This example shows Nathaniel’s awareness of his own emotions (EC skill 1).  He 
mentions that he is “always in the moment” during a performance, describes 
being on “cloud nine” implying a positive feeling, followed by the remark that 
when the students are prepared he doesn’t have to “worry.”  He finishes with the 
thought that “everyone feels proud” (including himself) and that the compliments 
he receives are “pretty neat.” 
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 Nathaniel’s ability to discern and understand others’ emotions (EC skill 2) 




fest and that’s the best. (A Int 2 p. 4-5) 
 
Consistent with EC skill 2, Nathaniel observes the emotions of both students and 
parents.  In another instance, Nathaniel had to teach in the regular classroom 









praising when things go well. Thumbs up on that. (A Int 3 p. 10-
11) 
 
Here Nathaniel discerns the emotions of the students and the classroom teacher 
(EC skill 2) as well as his own feelings (EC skill 1).   
 In the next examples, Nathaniel exhibits his ability to use the vocabulary 








(A Int 3 p. 11) 
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Nathaniel uses the emotional words “not sad” and “disappointed” when 
describing how he felt when his students didn’t take responsibility for the 
classroom.   
Nathaniel is also aware of the potential for emotional expressions within 







incorporate that. (A Int 2 p. 1) 
 
In his teaching practice, Nathaniel often encourages students to express their 
emotional responses to music, often through creative movement.   







of hard for them to learn.   
(A Int 2 p. 6) 
 
 Nathaniel clearly feels for his students and understands that if they are 
“emotionally not doing well” then “it’s going to be kind of hard for them to 
learn.”  Understanding that if a child is emotionally distracted they may not be 
able to fully engage in musical learning.  
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Nathaniel also recognizes that inner emotional state need not correspond 
to outer expression, or what Saarni terms dissemblance (EC skill 5).  He points to 



















well.  (A Int 3 p. 5) 
 
Nathaniel’s outer emotional expression (yelling) clearly did not correspond to his 
inner state. He was feeling frustration, but his statement, “I’m going to start 
yelling” implies a conscious choice of a display “out of . . . character” for 
Nathaniel, thus implying dissemblance.  It is interesting to note the effect this 
dissemblance had on Nathaniel:  “I was just drained emotionally, just being the 
person who I wasn’t.”  He makes a good point; teachers need to find strategies 
that work best for them, and fit their personalities.  He implies that if teachers are 
true to themselves, their strategies will work, but if they aren’t, students will 
notice and strategies will not work. 
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 Children are sensitive and aware of the teacher’s feelings, and they may 
recognize dissemblance.  When asked during an interview whether s/he had ever 
seen Mr. Emerson sad or use the word sad, the student responded,  “He hasn’t 
used the word, but . . . he’s kind of tried to not act like it, but you can actually 
kind of see it” (A St 2 p. 2).  This student was able to discern when Nathaniel 
tried to hide a feeling.  Teachers may try to put on a mask or express an emotion 
other than what may actually be felt, but children may know more than we give 
them credit for.   
 The next example illustrates Nathaniel’s capacity for adaptive coping 
















while I’m being the detective. (A Int 3 p. 1) 
 
 As discussed earlier Nathaniel’s self-perceived adaptive coping style (emotion 
coaching) is inconsistent with his observed style (dismissing).  Nathaniel 
describes himself as an emotion coach above, noting his desire to “stop, figure out 
why the emotions have risen” and “take the time” to be the “detective.”  It is also 
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interesting to note that he describes a dismissing style as something he used to do:  
“in beginning teaching I would sometimes just let it go . . . and keep the class 
moving forward.”  There are some possible explanations for this inconsistency as 
described earlier, nonetheless Nathaniel shows his capacity for skill 6, adaptive 
coping. 
 The next two examples provide evidence of skill 7, awareness of 





the holes” and they continue on. (A Obs 4(3) 5:45) 
 
Here Nathaniel made what could have been an embarrassing moment funny when 
he reacted with a laugh.  When they all laughed, including the student who made 
the squeak, the underlying lesson taught was that it is okay to make a mistake, and 
it is also good to laugh at yourself sometimes.  Nathaniel then offers a solution, 
“cover the holes,” as a teacher should in such a situation.   
The next example provides insight into Nathaniel’s views of his role as the 
teacher when faced with emotional interactions and his own emotions.  
























that in my teaching and always be fair. (A Int 2 p. 2) 
 
Nathaniel clearly delineates three “hats” or dimensions to being a teacher: The 
responsibility to provide a physically and emotionally safe environment, to 
provide leadership or direction, and to be fair to all students.  These statements 
also indicate that Nathaniel is very much aware of the asymmetric relationship 
between teacher and students.  His ability to enact his “three hats” contributes to 








Int 2 p. 2) 
 
Nathaniel recognizes what he feels (positive feelings), and why he feels that way 
(because the girls had the confidence to come to him for help).  He also feels that 
he emerged from this emotion-eliciting encounter with a sense of having 
accomplished what he set out to do.  He felt he was able to help the girls “resolve 
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a situation,” and he felt good about that evident in his remarks, “I love that” and 
“it was awesome.”   
Emotional competence is directly related to specific social contexts, as 
evident in the examples above.  Several skills may be utilized during one incident 
and at other times, only one skill is required.  The question lies in whether the 
individual has the capacity, ability, or awareness related to the skill and not how 
often that skill is used.  In the above examples, Nathaniel exhibits all of the Saarni 
emotional competence skills at one time or another.  
Connecting Emotional Intelligence Branches, Emotional Competence Skills, 
and Adaptive Coping Styles 
Emotional competence (Saarni) is emotional intelligence (Mayer and 
Salovey) in action, and emotional competence skills (Saarni) are related to a 
teacher’s adaptive coping style (Gottman).  What follows, is a discussion of how 
emotional intelligence branches, emotional competence skills, and adaptive 
coping styles work together in Nathaniel’s teaching practice.  
Connections can be drawn between the four emotional intelligence 









Branches (EI) 1.  Awareness of one’s own emotions  Identifying emotions Managing emotions  2.  Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions  Identifying emotions Understanding emotions  3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion and expression   Identifying emotions  4.  Capacity for empathic involvement  Understanding emotions Using emotions   5.  Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from external emotional expression  
Identifying emotions Using emotions  6.  Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and distressing circumstances  Using emotions Managing emotions  7.  Awareness of emotional communication within relationships   Using emotions  8.  Capacity for emotional self‐efficacy  Managing emotions  
 
Figure 31.  Comparison of emotional intelligence branches and emotional 
competence skills. 
Examples from Nathaniel’s observation and interview data illustrate these 
connections.  When asked, “if you were a mentor to a beginning teacher, what 
would you tell them about the emotional climate in an elementary music 













Here Nathaniel makes clear his awareness of the emotions related to musical 
experience, and his focus as an elementary music teacher to use those emotions.  
When Nathaniel suggests teachers should “be as positive as possible and to 
engage the kids,” he suggests the use of positive feelings related to music in order 
to engage children in a lesson (EI using).  When he states, “the kids are enjoying 
it,” Nathaniel also demonstrates his ability to discern and understand others’ 
emotions (EC skill 2, EI identifying and understanding). Referring to “moments 
when that positive energy comes down,” Nathaniel’s empathy (EC skill 4) and 
ability to understand emotions (EI) becomes apparent, and he says, “Be ready for 
that . . . have some things in place.”  This statement also implies a plan for 
adaptive coping (EC skill 6).   










Commenting on “good days . . . tough days,” and “to be flexible as possible,” 
illustrates Nathaniel’s capacity for adaptive coping with the changing emotional 
interactions of the classroom (EC skill 6). Nathaniel’s next thought “to have a 
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good control on your emotions as you’re dealing with the classroom situation,” 
makes plain his awareness of, and managing of, his own emotions (EC skill 1 and 
EI managing).   
Emotional competence skill 5, dissemblance or the ability to differentiate 
internal emotional experience from external emotional expression, becomes 
noticeable when Nathaniel comments, “Don’t let it get to you when things are 
tough.”  This action (dissemblance) implies the need for the emotional 
intelligence of identifying emotions (recognizing what is felt) and using them (EI) 
(not letting it show, or “get to you”) and in some cases managing one’s own 
emotions (EI).  When Nathaniel advises teachers to do everything they can to 
“bring one or two students into the fold,” he uses his own emotion (EI) and shows 
that he understands his students’ emotions (EI) by empathizing with them (EC 
skill 4).    
Referring to the “tough kids” in the next comment, Nathaniel displays his 











Here it can be inferred that when Nathaniel is faced with a “tough” situation or an 
emotion-eliciting encounter, he manages his emotions (EI) and has a sense of 
having accomplished what he set out to do (“I’ve had pretty good success”), thus 
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exhibiting self-efficacy (EC skill 8).  Nathaniel also understands (EI) that the 
student has feelings and has empathy for them (EC skill 4), as evidenced in the 
final question to the hypothetical child.  
Nathaniel’s description of the one-on-one interactions implies use of 
emotion coaching coping style.  Although the exact terms are not used, the steps 
are still apparent.  Nathaniel is aware of the child’s emotion during class (step 1), 
otherwise he would not bring the child in for a one-on-one discussion. Bringing 
the student to his classroom during lunchtime shows his recognition of the child’s 
emotional display as an opportunity for teaching (step 2).  It is not clear whether 
labeling of the child’s emotions (step 4), occurs, though he acknowledges that 
both he and the child may need tolerance in order to be “happy,” illustrating his 
vocabulary of emotion (EC skill 3) and identifying emotions (EI).  They explore 
strategies to solve the problem (step 5) and Nathaniel allows the student to have 
their say, thus validating the child’s feelings and implying that he listens 
empathetically (step 3).   
Nathaniel demonstrates empathy (Saarni skill 4) when he describes what 
he might say during a one-on-one interaction, “By the way, I’m human, too, and 
you know, so we have something in common.” Additionally, Nathaniel’s 
questions, “What can we do to change that” and  “What would you like to see in 
the class,” exhibit his awareness of his role as a teacher in an asymmetric 
relationship by exploring strategies to solve the problem (EC skill 7).  
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Building on the notion of student input, Nathaniel demonstrates Perry’s 
using emotions to achieve a desirable outcome when he describes student 







good, you feel good, their teacher feels good. Yeah. (A Int 3 p. 12) 
 
Nathaniel clearly understands the importance of validating children’s ideas 
and feelings.  In order to validate their feelings, the teacher needs to discern and 
understand those feelings (EC skill 2 and EI understanding).  In addition, when 
children’s feelings are validated and they feel good in a classroom, those good 
feelings can lead to more positive interactions, thus lessening the negative ones.  
Nathaniel ends his suggestion to beginning teachers with this thought, “On a good 
day, enjoy that. It’s a wonderful thing. They feel good, you feel good, their 
teacher feels good.”  This statement shows that Nathaniel has an awareness of his 
own emotions (EC skill 1), others’ emotions (EC skill 2), the ability to identify 
emotions (EI), and a feeling of self-efficacy (EC skill 8).  
Gottman’s emotion coaching style appears to make use of most of the 
emotional competence skills and all of the emotional Intelligence branches.  
Figure 32 shows these connections.  If another adaptive coping style dominates, 
however, it appears that certain emotional competence skills are lacking or are 
“weak” (Figure 33).   
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1.  Become aware of the child’s 
emotion. 





2.  Recognize the emotion as an 
opportunity for intimacy and 
teaching. 





3.  Listen empathetically, 
validating the child’s feelings 




4.  Help the child find words to 
label the emotion he is having. 
3. Ability to use the 




5.  Set limits while exploring 
strategies to solve the problem at 
hand. 
6.  Capacity for adaptive 
coping with aversive 






Figure 32.  Areas of confluence between emotional intelligence, emotional 
competence, and emotion coaching adaptive style. 
Adaptive Coping Style Lacking Emotional 
Competence Skill . . .   
Dismissing – Disregard, ignore, or trivialize 
children’s negative emotions. 
2.  Ability to discern and 
understand others’ 
emotions  
Disapproving – Critical of children’s displays of 
negative feelings and may reprimand or punish 
them for emotional expression 
2.  Ability to discern and 
understand others’ 
emotions 
4.  Capacity for empathic 
involvement 
Laissez-Faire – Accept children’s emotions and 
empathize with them, but fail to offer guidance or 
set limits on children’s behavior  




Figure 33.  Comparison of adaptive coping styles and lacking emotional 
competence skills. 
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The following example shows how emotional competence skills and the 
emotional intelligence branches play a role in Nathaniel’s dominant observed 











gets a fruit snack, and gets in line. (Obs. 4 (3) 18:38-27:20) 
 
Here, Nathaniel ignores a student’s emotions and continues with the lesson, 
demonstrating an apparent lack of EC skill 2, discerning and understanding 
others’ emotions, as well as weak identifying and understanding emotional 
intelligence.  Even when the opportunity arises for addressing the issue, and 
possibly applying the emotion coaching steps during class, Nathaniel dismisses 
the boy’s emotion and allows other students to deal with the situation.  To be fair, 
we do not know the entire story or history with this student.  There may have been 
an agreement between Nathaniel and this boy that when he needed space, he was 
allowed to do so.  In addition, Nathaniel may have planned to talk with this 
student privately later during a one-on-one interaction, which would be consistent 
with his reported attitude toward such a situation (emotion coaching).  Based on 
this observation, however, the dismissing style was clearly chosen at that 
particular moment. 
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It is important to note that I am not suggesting that an adaptive coping 
style other than emotion coaching means Nathaniel lacks emotional competence 
skills entirely.  On the contrary, as has been shown all the skills are evident in 
Nathaniel’s practice during one time or another.  However, particular emotional 
competence skills may be lacking during situations in which emotion coaching is 
not present. In other words, at that certain moment, emotional competence skills 
may not be utilized.  Further, in teaching situations, emotion coaching is not 
always feasible nor is it appropriate in every instance.  
Nathaniel’s classroom is full of singing, movement, and excitement, where 
music and emotions related to music unify the class and emotional displays are 
expected and respected.  Using emotions appears to be Nathaniel’s strongest area 
of the emotional intelligence branches, and this is consistent in his self-perceived 
and observed scores.  From observations and his answers to interview questions, it 
is apparent that Nathaniel exhibits all of the Saarni emotional competence skills in 
his teaching, especially his awareness of his own and others’ emotions.  The 
Gottman adaptive coping styles proved to be a complex issue in Nathaniel’s case.  
Emotion coaching is his self-perceived style, but is inconsistent with his observed 
scores, which indicate a disapproving style, and with my analysis, which points 
toward a dismissing style.  I believe that Nathaniel has an attitude consistent with 
an emotion coach, but that during my observations the dismissing style was more 
prevalent.  It is also important to reiterate that from my observations the number 
of incidences requiring a style choice or making it possible to code for a style, 
were few.  
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When I first walked into Nathaniel’s classroom, it felt like absolute chaos.  
However, when I started to analyze the emotional aspects of his teaching practice, 
I discovered that he was really doing something quite remarkable.  Music plays a 
prominent role in his classroom.  Through his repertoire choices and expert 
musicianship, he is able to work with the emotional responses of the children to 
the music.  He allows music to dictate the emotional climate.  Nathaniel is 
accepting of children’s emotions and their emotional responses.  He allows free 
expression and individuality but also uses music’s unifying power to redirect 
children’s focus.  In summary, Nathaniel radiates his love for music and 
consequently transfers this to his students.  What first may appear as chaos in 
Nathaniel’s classroom, proved to be a style that works for him.  The music in 
Nathaniel’s classroom focuses the children, unifying them, and while they are 


















effects to your smile” and continues to put stars on the board. (BR Obs 1(2) 
2:48-3:43) 
 
 Straight out of college, James Smith started teaching at the school where 
he currently works, and he has remained the music teacher in the district for the 
past six years, the length of his career at the time of this study.  His main 
instrument is the piano.  James explains how he got started on this path as a 
musician:   
It started just with a love for music. Since I was a boy, I just, I 
loved music. It was something that I was drawn to and became 
good at. I had some natural ability . . . for a long time it was just 
my favorite hobby, and I loved having it as a hobby, especially in 
high school because I could just sit down at the piano and just play 
my heart out and let out anything I needed to let out and it was 
wonderful. And so that was sort of my health outlet for myself. 














immediately gets quiet. (BR Obs 4(2) 3:04-5:10)  
 
James did not begin as a music major in college.  He recalls, “I was really 
good at math, so . . . what I thought I would do for a career was be an engineer or 
something that required a lot of math abilities” (BR Int 1 p. 1).  When he started 
the courses, however, he discovered “it wasn’t what I was expecting as far as 
going after my math goals” (BR Int 1 p. 2).  In his second semester he took a 
music fundamentals class. Here, he found that  
Most of it was stuff I already knew. But every day I went to that 
class, I was so excited to find out the thing that I didn’t already 
know . . . To me, any new thing I learned was so exciting . . . And 
so one day I just realized, “Wow, I’m so passionate about this very 
basic music class. Maybe I could be a music major.” (BR Int 1 p. 
2)  
 
Once down the path as a music major, James came to another decision, 
recalling, “Well, if I’m gonna be a music major, and if I’m gonna pursue this as a 
career, well what am I gonna do with it?” (BR Int 1 p. 2)  He decided that while it 
was “fun to be a performer” (BR Int 1 p. 2), it was not a lifestyle he would choose 
for himself.  He knew he wanted to be “more settled with a family” (BR Int 1 p. 
2), and from tutoring other music students James knew he “enjoyed working with 
people and teaching them” (BR Int 1 p. 2).  Consequently, he decided to major in 
music education.  Regarding this decision he admits:  
To this day I think it’s easier for me to do one on one, but um, I’ve 
grown into, you know, loving teaching large groups,
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any groups . . . so teaching for me was a bit of an afterthought, but 

























again for suggestions. (BR Obs 1(2) 8:52-15:45) 
 
 James is the only music teacher for the small school district he serves.  
Consequently, he was responsible for all the music classes taught, K-12, for the 
first five years of his career.  This year the district decided to add a successful 
elementary strings course to his schedule (because the part-time teacher was 
leaving) and remove the declining high school music class.  James comments, “I 
agreed that it was probably the best thing, for at least the temporary” (BR Int 1 p. 
2).  At the time of this study James taught K-3 general music, fourth to fifth-grade 
band, sixth to eighth-grade band, sixth to eighth-grade general music, and the 
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elementary strings program, which was primarily violin lessons.  When asked if 
he had a favorite grade level to teach, James replied, “Yes and no.”  He explains:  
. . . [T]here’s definitely things to appreciate about the high 
schoolers that you can’t get with kindergartners and the other way 
around.  [With] kindergarteners, it’s wonderful, it’s like a magical 
time for them. I haven’t met a kindergartener that doesn’t love to 
sing and participate in musical activities and have those 
experiences that are so important for their musical development . . . 
[For me, I find] it’s easier to relate with the high schoolers because 
of their maturity level, and I enjoy that about them. Also, um, their 
ability levels tend to be higher . . . And then, middle school used to 
be my dreaded grade . . . I think, uh, partly because it’s an 
awkward age for them, and when I first came here I didn’t have a 
relationship with them, and it takes a little more time to build that . 
. . But now that I’ve been here awhile and I know the students and 
the students that are [in] middle school knew me when they were a 
little younger, . . . it’s much more positive, and I don’t find it to be 























(BR Obs 2(2) 10:18) 
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 James’s school utilizes a school wide card turn system, which all teachers 
use for classroom management purposes.  He explains, “their card turns to a 
certain color, then    . . . they might [lose] recess time. You know, if it gets bad 
enough, they’d be sent home” (BR Int 2 p. 3).  In addition to the card turn system, 
James uses a star system he learned from a mentor teacher.  He uses both, because 
he either thinks, or has been told, it will help, but in reality it tends to get in his 






































 Teaching a wide range of grades and classes comes with its challenges, 
and when asked about challenges, James laughs and responds, “[I’m] trying to 
narrow that down” (BR Int 1 p. 5).  He continues:   
One of the challenges that I face every year [is] . . . I tend to be too 
nice, and I know how to be, um, stern and clear and give 
consequences to misbehavior, and I don’t have any problems doing 
that, but my tendency is to be too nice for too long, and sort of 
enable the students to behave poorly. (BR Int 1 p. 5)  
James mentions that the worst challenge he might face would be “students with 
relentless bad attitudes . . . a total lack of motivation to even try to make a decent 
sound, or work with the band (or the group)” (BR Int 1 p. 5).  James’s 
administrator points out that James works well with the “higher-maintenance 
students” (BR Int 1 p. 3) and that he “understands where they’re coming from” 
(BR Int 1 p. 3).  The administrator describes James’ demeanor in the classroom as 
“calm but very firm” (BR Admin p. 2), “steady”, and “constant” (BR Admin p. 
3). 
 On a more personal level, James sometimes finds it challenging to be the 
only music teacher in the school district.  He acknowledges that he enjoys being 
observed and explains why:  
Partly just to have somebody else see what I’m doing and then get 
to talk about it and hear what they thought I did well and hear what 
they thought needs improvement because that helps me to have 
somebody from the outside.  And I also I don’t work with any 
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other music teachers in this district currently, and it can be 
























quiet with a  “Shh!”  (BR Obs 2(2) 12:25-16:31) 
 
 For James the best part of being a music teacher is the music.  “I love 
music,” he declares, “and I love sharing that with others.  And I love helping 
others to grow in that, and so it’s the subject matter that’s the number one” (BR 
Int 1 p. 4).  James enjoys achieving “musical excellence” (BR Int 1 p. 5) with his 
students and getting, what he calls “goosebump moments when you’re playing 
music and it’s just like, ‘Ah’” (BR Int 1 p. 4).  At least one student recognizes the 
importance of music for James when s/he commented in an interview, “He 
doesn’t really talk about feelings.  He’s a music kind of guy.  Focused on music” 
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(BR St 2 p. 3).  Yet, “goosebump moments” have not gone un-noticed.  Another 















impressed,” and the children smile, laugh, and clap again. (BR Obs 3(2) 5:05-
5:43) 
 
Emotional Intelligence (Self-Perceived) 
Figure 34 displays James’s responses to the possible reactions to the four 
EI branches, for each of ten teaching situations on the emotional intelligences 
inventory (Appendix C).  For example, James chose “sometimes likely” for the 
managing reaction to situation 2, resulting in a score of 3.  Also for situation 2, he 
scored a 1 (never likely) for the understanding reaction, a 4 (usually likely) for the 







  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Total 
Mean 
Managing  4  3  3  4  4  3  3  2  3  4  3.3 
Understanding  4  1  2  4  2  2  3  3  4  3  2.8 
Using  4  4  4  5  2  4  4  2  4  4  3.7 
Identifying  4  3  3  3  1  4  4  3  2  4  3.1 Notes:  1-10 = Teaching Situations; Scores indicate a 5 pt. Likert scale (1 = Never Likely, 2 = 
Seldom Likely, 3 = Sometimes Likely, 4 = Usually Likely, 5 = Always Likely). 
 
Figure 34.  James’s scores and calculated mean scores for Perry emotional 
intelligence inventory. 
Mean scores were calculated for each of the four EI branches.  James’s 
mean scores were: 3.7 for using emotion, 3.3 for managing emotion, 3.1 for 
identifying emotion, and 2.8 for understanding emotion.  Mean scores were then 
converted into a bar graph (Figure 35).  From his reported answers to the 
emotional intelligence inventory, James’s scores indicate using emotion as his 
self-perceived strongest EI branch, followed by managing emotion, identifying 
emotion, and understanding emotion respectively.   
 
Figure 35.  James’s emotional intelligence inventory scores. 
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The above data indicate that James perceives his strongest EI branch as 
using emotion and his weakest as understanding emotion.  When asked in an 
interview to choose one of the emotional intelligence branches as his strongest, he 
said, “I would either guess identifying or using, I don’t know . . . I’m not aware of 
my strengths in this area” (BR Int 3 p. 4).  Yet, his interview answer is consistent 
with the inventory score, where using was his self-perceived strongest EI branch.   
When asked to identify his weakest EI branch James chose understanding 
emotion because “understanding is . . . very complex” (BR Int 3 p. 4), then added, 
“managing is also, I don’t find that to be a particular strength of mine. I have good 
days and bad days” (BR Int 3 p. 4).  James’ choice of understanding as his 
weakest area is consistent with his reported inventory scores.  Managing emotion, 
however, is inconsistent with his inventory scores, which show managing emotion 
as his second strongest EI branch.   James clarifies his choices:  
[Identifying or Using] seem easier . . . Identifying seems to be just 
moment by moment, you know, it’s recognition, that’s a simpler 
task than understanding or managing, and then using emotions, uh 
yeah. Any given moment I feel like I can do a pretty good job of 
using the emotions to move things in the right direction. (BR Int 3 
p. 4) 
  
Comparing James’s inventory responses with his answers in the interview shows 
that James has a consistent perception of his emotional intelligence as a teacher.   
Emotional Intelligence (Observed) 
James’s observed emotional intelligence scores were derived by tallying 
incidences of each EI branch coded in the analysis of observations and 
administrator and student interview data.  As shown in Figure 36, the data 
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included 31 incidences of managing emotion, 19 incidences of identifying 
emotion, 14 using incidences, and 11 understanding incidences. 
 
Figure 36.  James’s observed frequencies of emotional intelligence branches. 
The observed Perry scores indicate that James’s strongest EI branch is 
managing emotion.  Managing emotion was scored as his second strongest EI 
branch in his self-perceived Perry inventory, and the branch he chose as one of his 
weakest in the interview.  However, as stated previously, managing emotion 
might have a converse effect (the more you see evidence of it, the weaker the 
skill).  That managing was more readily observable may show that James’s 
perception, as stated in his interview, may indeed be correct; managing emotion 
may be one of his weaker emotional intelligence branches.   
The data from Figure 36 indicating understanding emotion as James’s 
weakest EI branch is consistent with his inventory scores and interview responses. 
Another point of interest is the difference that occurred between James’s self-
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perceived scores and his observed scores when related to using emotions.  Even 
though James’s Perry inventory scores and interviews indicate using emotion as 
his strongest emotional intelligence branch, observed scores show using emotion 
as James’s second weakest emotional intelligence branch.   
Taken together, James uses the emotions of music and recognizes student 
emotional responses especially during listening and movement type activities. 
James acknowledges the managing of his own emotions.  He is aware of his own 
managing and this comes through in his teaching practices.  Although he 
maintains a calm demeanor when adverse situations arise, he is aware of his own 
self-management.  What follows is a discussion of how James handles such 
situations.  
Adaptive Coping Style (Self-Perceived) 
For the purposes of this study, a teacher’s adaptive coping style is the 
Gottman style they tend to utilize most often when faced with an adverse situation 
in the classroom.  James’s answers on the Gottman inventory yielded the highest 
score for dismissing (67%), followed by emotion coaching (54%), disapproving 
(33%), and laissez-faire (17%) respectively (Figure 37).  The 67% score for 
dismissing shows that James chose “true” for 6 of the 9 dismissing questions.  
The other scores indicate that James marked “true” for 7 out of 13 emotion 
coaching questions, 3 out of 9 disapproving questions, and 1 out of 6 laissez-faire 
questions.  This information suggests that James perceives himself as making 




Figure 37.  James’s adaptive coping style inventory scores. 
 
The individual inventory responses provide insight into James’s thinking 
sregarding children’s emotions.  When referring to a child’s sadness James feels 
that it is important not to make a big deal out of a student’s sadness (Q37).  He is 
willing to deal with it as long as it doesn’t take too long (Q5) because he feels 
sadness is something to get over, ride out, and not to dwell on (Q4).  Therefore, 
when dealing with a child’s sadness, he tries to help his student get over it quickly 
so they can move on to better things (Q7). 
Referring to a child’s anger James tends toward the emotion coaching 
style with some evidence of dismissing.  James feels children have the right to 
feel angry (Q34) and that anger is okay as long as it is under control (Q1).  When 
a child displays anger in the classroom, James views it as a time to problem-solve 
(Q31) with the goal of getting the child to stop (Q32).  While dealing with the 
situation, he thinks it is important to find out why the child is angry (Q19), to try 
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to be understanding of the child’s mood (Q26), and to help them find out the 
cause of the anger (Q35).   
From these answers, James perceives himself as choosing a dismissing 
style when dealing with a child’s sadness but tends more toward an emotion 
coaching style when dealing with a child’s anger.  The way a teacher views a 
specific emotion may determine the adaptive coping style s/he chooses when 
dealing with that specific emotional situation.   
Adaptive Coping Style (Observed) 
Incidences of each adaptive coping style in the analysis of observations 
and administrator and student interview data were tallied to obtain the observed 
scores.   James’s observed adaptive coping scores indicate that he leans toward 
the disapproving style most often with 23 observed incidences.  This finding is 
inconsistent with his self-perceived adaptive coping score, which indicated a 
dismissing style.  The observed dismissing style received a score of 8, emotion 
coaching style received 3, and the laissez-faire style was the lowest with no 




Figure 38.  James’s observed frequencies of adaptive coping styles. 
 
Gottman describes the disapproving style as being “critical of children’s 
displays of negative feelings” in which an adult “may reprimand or punish [a 
child] for emotional expression” (Gottman, 1997, p. 22).  For the purposes of this 
study, overly expressive positive emotions were included in this definition to fit 
the broader idea of potentially adverse situations within a music classroom 
setting.   
Observed incidents show evidence of the disapproving style toward 




“Please don’t add sound effects to your smile.” (Obs. 1 (2) 3:43) 
 






(Obs. 2 (3) 4:13) 
 








the remaining stars.  (Obs. 4(2) 25:25) 
 
In the first example James is critical of the children’s positive emotional display 
(laughing).  In the second, James again chooses a punitive approach to the display 
of excited chatter.  The third example gives us some insight into James’s ideas 
related to positive emotional displays in the classroom.  According to James, there 
are certain times appropriate for such displays, and this was not one of those 
times.  
 James also seems to employ a disapproving style when children display 





stars for that . . .” (Obs 1(3) 12:09) 
 
Here punishment was affixed to an emotional expression of disappointment.  In 









me the difference between beat and rhythm?” (Obs 3(2) 12:47) 
 
In this case, the children repeated incorrect answers to the same question, which 
became boring for some of the students and frustrating for James.  Not knowing 
what else to do, or possibly seeing the situation as a motivation problem, James 
threatened a punishment in response to their boredom.  In some cases, if James 
does not know what else to do he resorts to his discipline system.   
This system and the school wide adopted policy of  “card turns,” points to 
the role schools may play in the adaptive coping style chosen by teachers.   When 
asked what James would do if a class got too excited, one of his students 
responded, “Sometimes he’ll take down stars . . . or he’ll give us a warning that if 
we don’t stop then he will take down stars” (BR St 3 p. 2).  While this observation 
clearly shows that students understand the use of the system, it also implies that 
the message given to students is that they will be punished if they exhibit 
excitement.  On the other hand the same student identified James’s use of the star 
system to reward and his willingness to do so saying, “Sometimes he will put up 
stars and at the end of music class . . . if we get 1,800 stars he’ll give us a 
certificate and two hand stamps” (BR St 3 p. 1).  
James’s observed Gottman scores (disapproving) are inconsistent with his 
self-perceived Gottman scores (dismissing for sadness and emotion coaching for 
anger).  One explanation for this could be the use of the discipline system.  A 
discipline system such as the one used by James caters to a philosophy of reward 
and punishment. This mind set can influence the adaptive coping style a teacher 
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chooses, thus manifesting as disapproving even though James’s attitude reflects a 
different style.  I believe that, overall, James perceives himself as dismissing 
emotional incidents, probably for the sake of time.  From my observations, 
however, and his use of the reward and punishment system, I would categorize his 
adaptive coping style as disapproving. 
Emotional Competence Skills 
Saarni (1999) outlines eight skills related to emotional competence: 
1. Awareness of one’s own emotions 
2. Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions 
3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion and expression 
4. Capacity for empathic involvement 
5. Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from 
external emotional expression (dissemblance) 
6. Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and distressing 
circumstances 
7. Awareness of emotional communication within relationships 
8. Capacity for emotional self-efficacy 
 
James shows evidence of the eight emotional competence skills in his teaching, as 
illustrated in the following examples.   

















really great.”  (BR Int 3 p. 11) 
 
James demonstrates awareness of his own emotions (EC skill 1) when he 
describes how he felt when he was able to step back and watch his students do 
independent work and respond expressively to music.  It is important to note here 
James’s ability to use the emotions of music and to identify an emotional response 
to music (EC skill 2).  James continues to voice his “appreciation” for the 
“moment” and for his students.  Watching the expressive, creative, and artful 
movements of his students made him feel “good.”  He makes an interesting 
distinction, saying he would appreciate the beauty of the children’s movements 
“whether I was involved in them learning that or not.”  But being their teacher 
changes the experience and makes it more “special.”   He concludes by saying he 
felt “proud,” “wonderful,” and “great” during this “goose bump moment,” serving 
as a good reminder of the importance of taking the time to enjoy the music 
making that takes place in the classroom and the emotions associated with it.  
James’s ability to discern and understand others’ emotions (EC skill 2) is 











this hand staff.  (BR Int 2 p. 4) 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James identifies the excitement of the whole class as well as individual students, 
and he connects the excitement to both the activities and learning.  He also uses 
the vocabulary of emotions (EC skill 3) to describe what he observes, as in the 











Int 2 p. 4) 
 
In the example above, James uses the words “fun,” “excitement,” “enjoy,” 
and “bored” to describe his students’ emotions as well as the activities in which 
he and his students engage (EC skill 2); in addition, he uses these words to 
describe his own emotional reactions (EC skill 1).  James also recognizes that 
emotion may vary in the group.  Here he explains his multiple views of student’s 
emotions in an incident in which lining up to leave went badly.  James made the 






but we’re all lining back up. We’ve gotta do it again.” (BR Int 3 p. 
9) 
 
In this example, James’s empathy (EC skill 4) is plain.  He feels with the students 
who are “doing the right thing” yet are punished because “the other people ruined 
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it.”  It is interesting to note that even though James has empathy for these students 
he still recognizes his role as the teacher regarding group behavior. 
The next example presents a particularly fascinating connection regarding 
EC skill 5, dissemblance.  When asked in an interview if having a bad day shows 







big problem.  (BR Int 3 p. 8)  
James, in this example, knows when he’s having a bad day (EC skill 1) but 
doesn’t know whether students or other teachers would recognize it (uncertainty 
of EC skill 2).  James recognizes the potential for dissemblance (EC skill 5) in 
that his inner emotional state (bad day) need not correspond to his outer 
expression (others wouldn’t recognize it).  He recognizes that even if he is able to 
dissemble, he may still feel bad (EC skill 1) and how he feels may impact his 
actions (EC skill 2 and 8).  In addition, James mentions his ability to manage his 
emotions (EI and EC skill 1) when he says, “I know if I was having a good day, I 
would handle it so much better.” 
 This next example illustrates James’s adaptive coping with his own 

















out of turn, take down the stars, still talking out of turn.  (BR Int 
3 p. 12) 
 
James copes with a circumstance (talking out of turn) that causes him 
frustration by first ignoring or dismissing it by trying to “redirect” and “move on” 
with the lesson, which is consistent with James’s self-perceived Gottman adaptive 
coping style (dismissing).  This example does not involve a student emotion, but 
rather a student behavior which causes a teacher emotion.  James’s next attempt at 
coping with the situation is to “walk close to the students” but is quickly followed 
by a punitive action of taking “down the stars.”  This last choice reflects a 
disapproving style consistent with James’s observed Gottman adaptive coping 
















them to behave well. (BR Int 3 p. 12) 
 
Not all days are frustrating; there are times when James feels excitement.  
Emotional Competence skill 7, awareness of emotional communication within 
relationships, comes into play when James describes his choice to show his 









Int 3 p. 10) 
 
James expresses his feelings of the importance that his students see his 
excitement, however, he controls when he will display his emotions (EI 
managing) depending “o[n] where it’s going.”  James decides “how much 
excitement I will show” and “might hold my excitement until they’ve reached the 
culminating part of the activity.”  This shows James’s awareness of his role as a 
teacher within an asymmetric relationship and the effect his reactions may have 
on his students (EC skill 7).    










just feel like I pretty much know what to do. (BR Int 2 p. 2-3) 
 
When faced with an emotion eliciting situation, such as a child displaying anger 
or sadness, James feels the way he thinks he should feel, saying, “it doesn’t . . . 
trigger a lot of emotion in me.”  James also suggests that he will emerge from 
such an experience having accomplished what he set out to do: “I just feel like I 
pretty much know what to do,” thus exhibiting self-efficacy.      
Connecting Emotional Intelligence Branches, Emotional Competence Skills, 
and Adaptive Coping Styles 
Emotional competence (Saarni) is emotional intelligence (Mayer and 
Salovey) in action, and the emotional competence skills (Saarni) may be related to 
the adaptive coping style (Gottman) that a teacher chooses.  A connection can be 
drawn between the four emotional intelligence branches, and emotional 
competence skills (Figure 39).  What follows is a discussion of how emotional 
intelligence branches, emotional competence skills and adaptive coping styles 










Branches (EI) 1.  Awareness of one’s own emotions  Identifying emotions Managing emotions  2.  Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions  Identifying emotions Understanding emotions  3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion and expression   Identifying emotions  4.  Capacity for empathic involvement  Understanding emotions Using emotions   5.  Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from external emotional expression  
Identifying emotions Using emotions  6.  Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and distressing circumstances  Using emotions Managing emotions  7.  Awareness of emotional communication within relationships   Using emotions  8.  Capacity for emotional self‐efficacy  Managing emotions  
 
Figure 39.  Comparison of emotional intelligence branches and emotional 
competence skills. 
In this example James’s emotional competence skills work together with 
the emotional intelligence branches, particularly with regard to emotional content 



























You know, maybe a moment of sadness, then happy. (BR Int 3 p. 
7-8) 
 
Emotional competence skill 1, awareness of one’s own emotions is 
evident when James explains “You are My Sunshine” “still makes me feel 
happy.”  James recognizes that some verses are sad, but he chooses to focus on 
the happy verse (EI managing emotion).  James understands that songs and lyrics 
may elicit various emotions from others (EC skill 2).  He describes a specific 
song, “Did You Feed My Cow,” and comments, “I’ve never had a student get 
upset about it, but I have thought about [it].”  James looks for the reactions of his 
students (EC skill 2) and would understand (EI) or exhibit empathy (EC skill 4) if 
students were to get upset.  James uses the vocabulary of emotion (EC skill 3) and 
demonstrates the ability to identify emotion (EI) throughout this example.  He 
uses words such as “silly,” “sad,” “upset,” “fun,” “emotional turmoil,” “love,” 
and “happy” in his descriptions of how he, his students, and a character in a song 
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feel.  It is interesting to note that in this example James mentions three children’s 
songs that may allow for dissemblance (EC skill 5).  His description explains how 
children’s songs may often encourage an outer expression opposite from the inner 
state one might be feeling.  These examples show how using emotion (EI) 
inherent in music may actually help one learn to manage emotions (EI). 



















Int 2 p. 4-5) 
 
James demonstrates his awareness of his own emotions (EC skill 1) and 
his emotional self-managing skills (EI) when dealing with a child’s anger.  When 
he describes a feeling of “urgency to address” the anger “so that it won’t escalate 
into something,” James shows his ability to discern and understand others’ 
emotions (EC skill 2) and to understand where anger can lead (EI).   James 
displays empathy (EC skill 4) and understanding (EI) for children’s anger when 
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he states, “it’s normal for students to feel that way.”  While James’s capacity for 
adaptive coping (EC skill 6) is evident throughout the example, it is most 
consistent with dismissing style (“I might not give attention to it right away”) and 
laissez-faire style (“I can direct them as needed so that they can . . . be angry 
outside for a while . . . ”), where little guidance is offered.  The statement “I 
encourage good attitudes and good sports things” shows James’s awareness of 
emotional communication within relationships (EC skill 7) and using emotions 
(EI); he is aware of his role as a teacher in helping students manage their 
emotions in the classroom.  Emotional competence skill 1 (awareness of own 
emotions), skill 3 (emotional vocabulary), and the emotional intelligence of 
identifying emotions come into play when James explains, “if they’re being very 
disruptive, it can irritate me, especially if I’m already emotionally having a bad 
day myself.”  Finally, James illustrates self-efficacy (EC skill 8) when he says, “I 
feel like . . . I can direct them as needed . . . Once they join in on a game, usually 
their attitude changes,” thus showing that James feels he has accomplished what 
he set out to do when faced with an emotion-eliciting encounter. 
Emotion coaching appears to make use of most of the emotional 
competence skills, and all of the emotional intelligence branches.  Figure 40 
shows these connections.  If another adaptive coping style dominates, however, it 
appears that certain emotional competence skills are lacking or are “weak” 









1.  Become aware of the child’s 
emotion. 





2.  Recognize the emotion as an 
opportunity for intimacy and 
teaching. 





3.  Listen empathetically, 
validating the child’s feelings 




4.  Help the child find words to 
label the emotion he is having. 
3. Ability to use the 




5.  Set limits while exploring 
strategies to solve the problem at 
hand. 
6.  Capacity for adaptive 
coping with aversive 






Figure 40.  Areas of confluence between emotional intelligence, emotional 
competence, and emotion coaching adaptive style. 
Adaptive Coping Style Lacking Emotional 
Competence Skill . . .   
Dismissing – Disregard, ignore, or trivialize 
children’s negative emotions. 
2.  Ability to discern and 
understand others’ 
emotions  
Disapproving – Critical of children’s displays of 
negative feelings and may reprimand or punish 
them for emotional expression 
2.  Ability to discern and 
understand others’ 
emotions 
4.  Capacity for empathic 
involvement 
Laissez-Faire – Accept children’s emotions and 
empathize with them, but fail to offer guidance or 
set limits on children’s behavior  




Figure 41.  Comparison of adaptive coping styles and lacking emotional 
competence skills. 
What follows are examples of James’s preferred adaptive coping style 
(disapproving) and how the emotional competence skills and emotional 
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intelligence branches play a role in that particular style choice.  In the next 
example James is critical of children’s displays of negative feelings and may 






erases stars off the board.  (BR Obs 1(3) 7:14) 
 
James’s initial reaction is toward a behavior, chatting.  The consequential 
reaction, however, is toward the students’ emotions of frustration and even anger.  
James does not address the students’ emotions; instead he continues to issue a 
punishment.  This action would suggest a lack in emotional competence skill 2 
(understanding) and skill 4 (empathy).  At this moment, James does not appear to 
understand or show empathy for the other students’ frustration.  To illustrate the 
complexity of the issue, however, this same example does seem to suggest that 
James understands the effect of emotion in that he uses students’ negative 
emotions (EI using) to help the class govern themselves.  In other words, he 
recognizes that their negative emotion (EC skill 2) might cause them to encourage 
the disruptive student to change behavior.  James remains calm during this entire 
situation demonstrating his awareness of his own emotions (EC skill 1) and the 
ability to manage those emotions (EI managing) during an adverse situation (EC 
skill 6), thus possibly leading to self-efficacy (EC skill 8). 
 James is not always calm, however.  The next example occurred on a rainy 









complain, and roll their eyes. (BR Obs 4(3) 00:10) 
 
In this instance chatting is an emotional display of the children’s 
excitement caused by the rain.  James does not demonstrate understanding 
(absence of EI understanding and EC skill 2) of the children’s excitement.  
Instead, his first reaction to the positive emotional display is punitive or 
disapproving (lacks EC skill 4).  When he is interrupted, James’s irritation is clear 
in his sharp response, “Excuse me!”  But he quickly manages that emotion and 
continues with a controlled tone of voice (EI managing).  Emotional competence 
skill 1 (awareness of his own emotions), skill 3 (use of emotional vocabulary), 
and identifying emotions (EI) are evident when James tells the children that he is 
“disappointed.”  James appears to show a lack of empathy for his students (EC 
skill 4) when the class is leaving the classroom for their punishment, and James 
ignores their negative emotional displays (dismissing style).  
It is important to note, that I am not suggesting that an adaptive coping 
style other than emotion coaching means that James lacks emotional competence 
skills.  On the contrary, as has been shown, all the skills are evident in James’s 
teaching practice during one time or another.  What I am suggesting is that 
particular skills are not being utilized at some moments during situations in which 
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emotion coaching is not present.  Further, emotion coaching is not always feasible 
nor is it appropriate in every instance.  
James’s classroom is full of musical learning.  He is aware of the emotion 
of music and chooses music and musical activities that are engaging and fun for 
his students.  Managing emotions (self-management) is James’s strongest 
observed area of the emotional intelligence branches.  It appears that he has to 
work to manage his own emotions because many things happen in the classroom.  
This is inconsistent with his self-perceived scores indicating his strongest branch 
as using emotions.  From observations and his answers to interview questions, it 
is apparent that James exhibits all of the emotional competence skills in his 
teaching but sometimes does not utilize some skills, particularly when choosing a 
disapproving adaptive coping style.  James’s self-perceived adaptive coping style, 
dismissing, is inconsistent with his observed scores indicating a disapproving 
style.   
James loves music and strives for musical excellence with his students.  
His calm and pleasant demeanor is maintained through constant self-management 
of his own emotions.  He is conscious of his emotions while teaching and is aware 
of his students’ emotions.  Through his interviews I discovered that James has 
insight and sensitivity to emotions that does not always come through in his 
teaching practice.  He recognizes times when he may get in his own way, for 
example, if he’s having a bad day.  He is aware of his students’ emotional 
interactions with music and strives for the “goosebump moments.”  
Unfortunately, James is dependent on a discipline system that often conveys a 
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disapproving adaptive coping style and gets in the way of his ultimate goal of 
emotional interaction with music.  I would suggest that if James could let go of 
the star system and focus more on the pacing of his musical choices, he may find 
he feels happier and has less feelings of burn-out.  In summary, it is evident that 
James enjoys teaching music to his students in all its forms, and as one of his 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM (SOCIAL BEHAVIORAL) 
MINIMAL RISK 








The purposes of this form are to provide you (as a prospective research study 
participant) information that may affect your decision as to whether or not to 
participate in this research and to record the consent of those who agree to be 
involved in the study. 
 
RESEARCHERS 
Dr. Sandra Stauffer, professor in the School of Music at Arizona State University 
and Michelle McConkey, professor in the department of music at CSU Chico and 
doctoral student under the direction of Sandra Stauffer, has invited your 
participation in a research study. 
 
STUDY PURPOSE 
The purpose of the research is to gain insight into the emotional teaching style of 
elementary music teachers. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH STUDY 
If you decide to participate, then you will join a study involving research of a 
qualitative nature including surveys, observations and interviews. You may 
request to skip questions during the interview session and you may also request 
that the recorder be turned off at any time during the observation and/or 
interview. 
 
If you say YES, then your participation will last for approximately three months 
(September – December) at your school for a total of seven hours (four hours in 
observations and three hours in interviews, see below). You will be asked to 
allow me to observe during your regularly scheduled class times; Complete a 
survey on your emotional teaching style; Answer some questions in an interview 
session; And allow me to audio/video tape and make notes of the observations 
and/or interviews.   
Approximately 56 subjects will be participating in this study. 
 
RISKS 
There are no known risks from taking part in this study, but in any research, there 






Although there may be no direct benefits to you, the possible benefits of your 
participation in the research are that researchers and music educators will gain 
greater insight into emotional teaching practice and the possible effects on 
children’s emotional development.  In addition, the information gained could 
potentially reform teaching practice and teacher education. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
All information obtained in this study is strictly confidential. The results of this 
research study may be used in reports, presentations, and publications, but the 
researchers will not identify you.  In order to maintain confidentiality of your 
records, Michelle McConkey will use a pseudonym (a substitute name) of your 
choosing.  She will also protect you further by removing any identifying 
characteristics from any written reports or presentation of the research.   
 
Tapes will not be heard or seen by anyone except you, a transcriptionist, and 
Michelle. No students or administration will have access to the tapes or her 
notes. The tapes and notes will be stored in a locked drawer in her office at CSU, 
and will be destroyed after five years. You may request to keep copies of tapes 
and the observation notes she makes.  
 
You will be able to read transcripts of discussions and notes of observations, and 
make corrections, additions, or deletions. In anything written about this research 
project, Michelle will use pseudonyms, not real names, and will disguise all other 
details that might identify you. Michelle will invite you to read any reports, 
presentations, or publications that she writes that include direct quotes or 
analysis of your work and you may request that sections be deleted or changed.  
 
WITHDRAWAL PRIVILEGE 
Participation in this study is completely voluntary. It is ok for you to say no. Even 
if you say yes now, you are free to say no later, and withdraw from the study at 
any time.  If you do decide to withdraw from the study, all tapes and recorded 
data will be destroyed after one year. 
 
COSTS AND PAYMENTS 
There is no payment for your participation in the study. 
 
VOLUNTARY CONSENT 
Any questions you have concerning the research study or your participation in 
the study, Before or after your consent, will be answered by Michelle McConkey, (801) 372‐8174,  michelle.stephan@asu.edu , mmcconkey@csuchico.edu; or Dr. Sandra Stauffer, (402) 965‐4374, sandra.stauffer@asu.edu . 
  
If you have questions about your rights as a subject/participant in this research, 
or if you Feel you have been placed at risk; you can contact the Chair of the 
Human Subjects Institutional Review Board, through the ASU Office of Research 









This form explains the nature, demands, benefits and any risk of the project.  By 
signing this form you agree knowingly to assume any risks involved.  Remember, 
your participation is voluntary.  You may choose not to participate or to withdraw 
your consent and discontinue participation at any time without penalty or loss of 
benefit.  In signing this consent form, you are not waiving any legal claims, rights, 
or remedies.  A copy of this consent form will be given (offered) to you.   
 
Your signature below indicates that you consent to participate in the above study.   
 
_____________________ ___________________ ____________ 
Subject's Signature  Printed Name   Date 
 
 
____ (initials) Yes, I grant the researcher permission to audio tape interview 
 




By initialing below, you are granting to the researchers the right to use your 
likeness, image, appearance and performance - whether recorded on or 
transferred to videotape, film, slides, and photographs - for presenting or 
publishing this research (or for whatever use). 
 
____ (initials) Yes, I grant the researcher permission to video tape observations 
and/or interview 
 
____ (initials) No, I do not grant the researcher permission to video tape 




"I certify that I have explained to the above individual the nature and purpose, the 
potential benefits and possible risks associated with participation in this research 
study, have answered any questions that have been raised, and have witnessed 
the above signature. These elements of Informed Consent conform to the 
Assurance given by Arizona State University to the Office for Human Research 
Protections to protect the rights of human subjects. I have provided (offered) the 
subject/participant a copy of this signed consent document." 
 
 







PARENTAL LETTER OF PERMISSION 
Dear Parent: 
 
I am a music education professor at CSU Chico and a doctoral student under the 
direction of Professor Sandra Stauffer in the School of Music at Arizona State University.  
I am conducting a research study to gain insight into the emotional teaching style of 
elementary music teachers.  In order to gain a more accurate view of the emotional 
climate within the classroom I would like to gain the perspective of the student. 
 
I am inviting your child's participation, which will involve answering some questions in a 
half-hour interview session and allow me to audio tape and make notes of the interview.  
Your child's participation in this study is voluntary.  If you choose not to have your child 
participate or to withdraw your child from the study at any time, there will be no penalty (it 
will not affect your child's grade, treatment/care, etc).  Likewise, if your child chooses not 
to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time, there will be no penalty.  The 
results of the research study may be published, but your child's name will not be used.  
 
Although there may be no direct benefit to your child, the possible benefit of your child's 
participation is that researchers and music educators will gain greater insight into 
emotional teaching practice and the possible effects on children’s emotional 
development.  In addition, the information gained could potentially reform teaching 
practice and teacher education.  There are no foreseeable risks or discomforts to your 
child’s participation. 
 
The results of this study may be used in reports, presentations, or publications but your 
child’s name will not be known/used. I will use a pseudonym (a substitute name) of their 
choosing.  I will also protect them further by removing any identifying characteristics from 
any written reports or presentations of the research.   
 
Tapes will not be heard or seen by anyone except you, your child, a transcriptionist, and 
me. No other members of the class or music teacher will have access to the tapes or my 
notes. The tapes and notes will be stored in a locked drawer in my office at CSU, and will 
be destroyed after five years. You may request to keep copies of tapes and the 
observation notes I make.  
 
You will be able to read transcripts of our discussion and notes, and make corrections, 
additions, or deletions. In anything I write about this research project, I will use 
pseudonyms, not real names, and I will disguise all other details that might identify your 
child. I will invite you to read any reports, presentations, or publications that I write that 
include direct quotes or analysis of your child’s work and you may request that sections 
be deleted or changed.  
  
If you have any questions concerning the research study or your child's participation in 
this study, please call me, Michelle McConkey, (801) 372-8174, 
michelle.stephan@asu.edu , mmcconkey@csuchico.edu; or Dr. Sandra Stauffer,  
(402) 965-4374, sandra.stauffer@asu.edu . 
 
Sincerely, 
Michelle S. McConkey 
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An Examination of the Emotional Teaching Style of Elementary 
General Music Teachers: A Multiple Case Study 
 
 
By signing below, you are giving consent for your child _______________ 
(Child’s name) to participate in the above study. 
 
 
_____________________         _____________________  _____   
Signature                                    Printed Name   Date 
   
____ (initials) Yes, I grant the researcher permission to audio tape interview 
 





____ (initials) Yes, I grant the researcher permission to video tape interview 
 





If you have any questions about you or your child's rights as a subject/participant 
in this research, or if you feel you or your child have been placed at risk, you can 
contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board, through the 





WRITTEN CHILD ASSENT FORM 
An Examination of the Emotional Teaching Style of Elementary 
Music Teachers: A Multiple Case Study 
 
I have been told that my parents or legal guardian (mom or dad etc.) have 
given permission (said it's okay) for me to take part in a project about my 
music class, music teacher, and what it means to me.   
 
I will be asked to answer some questions in an interview.  Also, I know I 
will be audio taped for note taking purposes.  And it will take about ½ hour. 
 
I am taking part because I want to.  I know that I can stop at any time if I 
want to and it will be okay if I want to stop. 
 
   _____________________________ __________________________ 
   Sign Your Name Here    Print Your Name Here 
 
   ____________ 











Reactions to Teaching Situations: We  appreciate  your  participation  in  completing  this  questionnaire.  We  describe  various teaching  ‘situations’.    In making  your  responses  please  consider  how  you  would  feel  and think  in  each of  these  situations  and  then  rate,  by  ticking  in  the  appropriate  column,  how likely it is that you would respond immediately in the particular way described.     There are no right or wrong answers, rather your responses to the situations should indicate the  likelihood  of  the  reaction,  that  is,  how you  think  you would  typically  deal with  these particular emotional aspects of teaching.  Situation 1:  
One of  your  students, whose  learning  is  generally  slow and erratic,  has  just made a 
breakthrough and has acquired a concept you have been teaching for some time.     Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would feel pleased knowing that I have strategies that work to help students.             I would consider my feelings reflected the part I have played in this.   
         
I would feel validated as a teacher.              I would wonder about how to make best use of this situation. 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Situation 2:    A  parent  has  lodged  a  formal  complaint  about  your  teaching  methods  which  you  feel  is totally unjustified and blown out of all proportion. Moreover you are unsure about how ‘just’ the Principal will be in handling this issue. 
    Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would think about what might have made the parent so angry so that I can start to deal with the situation.  
         
 I would think there was too much confusion about teaching methods.    
         
 I would be feeling insecure in this situation.   
         
 I would remember that things like this tend to upset me.    




taking advantage of you, and becoming noisy and unproductive.     Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would realise that my feelings will affect what I do next.              I would feel trapped in such a situation.               I would introduce another way of doing this in the future.    
         
 I would feel comfortable about being able to handle this.    




Your  level  co­ordinator  calls  you  in  and  says:  “Your  CSF  student  assessments  have 
been too generous, and you need to do them all again”. 
    Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would be angry but it would be best to accept this and get on with the job.             Momentarily I would want to wring the co‐ordinator’s neck.    
         
I would focus on the co‐ordinators concerns to see if there was any justification in the comment.   
         
I would remember that my initial reaction may soon change into another feeling.  
         
 Situation 5:  
A  student, who  has  the  reputation  of  being  difficult  to  handle,  loses  it  totally  on  an 
excursion where you are in charge, and puts on a temper tantrum.     Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would feel concerned but it would be appropriate to ignore the behaviour at first.  
         
My feeling of embarrassment would lead 
me to think about what I’d done in similar 
situations.   
         
I would consider that any emotion I feel will soon pass.    
         
I would feel like a real failure. 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Situation 6:  A student, who has recently made a special effort with a piece of work, says  :  “You are the best teacher I’ve ever had”.     Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would enjoy a feeling of pride and know that it would help me through difficult classroom situations in the future.   
         
I would feel acknowledged.               I would say that they did well because of their effort not mine.             I would know that my reaction to this comment is linked to my knowledge of learners.   




 Your initial ideas have been highly valued and adopted in practice by your teaching team. 
   Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would know that my pleasure is often linked to feedback from others.             I would be happy that they understood my contribution.    
         
I would be proud and want to use this in my performance review.            I would praise their contributions to these ideas and offer to help provide additional input into their practice.  










You find that you were not included in a staff group invitation to go for drinks after school. 
   Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely  I would understand that it is normal to feel sensitive about such incidents.              I would feel upset that I had not been included.    
         
I would remember my hurt response and include all the staff   in my next Christmas function.   
         
    I would feel hurt but would make more of an effort to join the social interaction in the staff room.   




While on yard duty you hear one student making a negative comment about a student from 
a racial group to which you also belong. 
   Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would feel insulted.              It would be unwise to let it pass and not do something about it.             I would hold back my reaction and it would trigger the need to talk about harassment in a subsequent lesson.   
         
I would understand that strong emotions are often triggered by these types of events.  




 In your most recent performance review, your team leader gives you very positive feedback 
and states your performance has exceeded expectation. 
   Never likely   Seldom likely   Sometimes likely   Usually likely  Always likely I would realise that being recognised is often linked with feelings of satisfaction.             I would not be afraid to show my feelings of joy.    
         
 I would feel reassured that the effort I had put in had paid off.             
 I would be pleased and realise that such 






A Self-Test:  What is Your Emotional Teaching Style? 
(Adapted from John Gottman’s parenting style assessment) 
  
This self-test asks questions about your feelings regarding sadness, fear, and 
anger – both in yourself and in your [students].  For each item, please circle the 
choice that best fits how you feel.  If you’re not sure, go with the answer that 
seems the closest.  [Each teacher applies their emotions in different ways.  There 
are no right or wrong answers rather the questions asked allow us to determine 
teaching style].   
 
T = True F = False 
 
1. Think that anger is okay as long as it’s under control. (2) T     F   
 
2. A child’s anger deserves a time-out. (4) T     F 
 
3. Anger usually means aggression. (10) T     F 
 
4. Sadness is something one has to get over, to ride out, not to dwell on. (13) 
 T    F 
 
5. I don’t mind dealing with a child’s sadness, so long as it doesn’t last to 
long. (14) T     F 
 
6. When [a student] is sad, it’s time to problem-solve. (16) T     F 
 
7. I help my [students] get over sadness quickly so they can move on to 
better things. (17) T     F 
 
8. I set limits on [a] child’s anger. (21) T     F 
 
9. When [a student] acts sad, it’s to get attention. (22) T     F 
 
10. I try to change [a] child’s angry moods into cheerful ones. (25) T     F 
 
11. You should express the anger you feel. (26) T     F 
 
12. When [a] child is sad, I try to help the child explore what is making him 
sad. (29) T     F 
 
13. When [a student] is sad, I show my [student] that I understand. (30)
 T     F 
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14. The important thing is to find out why a child is feeling sad. (32) T     F 
 
15. When [a student] is sad, we sit down to talk over the sadness. (34) T     F 
 
16. When [a student] is sad, I try to help [him/her] figure out why the feeling 
is there. (35) T     F 
 
17. When [a student] is angry, it’s an opportunity for getting close. (36) T     F 
 
18. I think it’s good for [children] to feel angry sometimes. (39) T     F 
 
19. The important thing is to find out why the child is feeling angry. (40)   
T     F 
 
20. When [a student] is sad I’m worried [s/he] will develop a negative  
personality. (42)     T     F 
 
21. I’m not really trying to teach my [students] anything in particular about  
sadness. (43) T     F 
 
22. If there’s a lesson I have about sadness it’s that it’s okay to express it. (44)  
T     F 
 
23. There’s not much you can do for a sad child beyond offering [him/her]  
comfort. (46) T     F 
 
24. When [a student] is sad, I’m not quite sure what [s/he] wants me to do.(48)
 T     F 
 
25. I’m not really trying to teach my [students] anything in particular about  
anger. (49) T     F 
 
26. When my child is angry, I try to be understanding of [his/her] mood. (51)  
T     F 
 
27. When [a student] is angry, I try to let [him/her] know that I [care about  
him/her] no matter what. (52)  T     F 
 
28. [Children] get angry to get their own way. (58) T     F 
 
29. If you let [children] get angry, they will think they can get their way all the  
time. (60) T     F 
 
30. Angry children are being disrespectful (61) T     F 
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31. When [a student] is angry, it’s time to solve a problem. (64)    T     F 
 
32. When [a student] gets angry, my goal is to get [him/her] to stop. (66)       
T     F 
 
33. Anger accomplishes nothing. (70) T     F 
 
34. Children have a right to feel angry. (73) T     F 
 
35. It’s important to help the child find out what caused the child’s anger. (75) 
 T     F 
 
36. When [a student] gets angry with me, I think, “I don’t want to hear this.” 
(76) T     F 
 































Researcher designed self emotional inventory   
Self Emotional Inventory (Inspired by Perry’s Emotional Intelligence & Teaching Situations: A New Measure)  1. You are teaching a new concept or a new song.  Several students are talking and begin to distract others around them.  Soon the class becomes noisy.  “I would likely feel __________________ and then I would _____________________________________________________________.”    2. A student who is obviously not engaged in a lesson on a topic you care about comments, “This is dumb!”  “I would likely feel __________________ and then I would _____________________________________________________________.”   3. After a productive class time or concert, a student comes over and gives you a hug/high five.  “I would likely feel __________________ and then I would _____________________________________________________________.”    4. A class gets distracted and despite several efforts at re‐directing, they continue to ignore you.  “I would likely feel __________________ and then I would _____________________________________________________________.”    5. At the end of a class the students are excited about their accomplishments and want to play for their classroom teacher.  “I would likely feel __________________ and then I would _____________________________________________________________.”    6.   During a small group activity students are engaged in their work and are applying skills taught in class.  “I would likely feel __________________ and then I would _____________________________________________________________.” 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 Your initial ideas have been highly valued and adopted in practice by 
your teaching team.  7A I would know that my pleasure is often linked to feedback from others. (Understanding) 7B I would be happy that they understood my contribution. (Identifying) 7C I would be proud and want to use this in my performance review. (Managing) 7D  I would praise their contributions to these ideas and offer to help provide additional help in their practice. (Using) 
 
Situation 8:  
You find that you were not included in a staff group invitation to go 





While on yard duty you hear one student making a negative comment 





















 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
      
8:00      
      
8:30      
     8:45  Travel 
9:00     - 
     - 
9:30  T  T 
9:20  
(Interview) 
  E  E - 
10:00 10:10 Nathaniel A  A - 
 
(Town) 3rd 
Grade C  C - 
10:30  H  H 10:30  James 





Grade T 10:55 Bea T 11:00  James 





11:30 10/25      11/8 A (Interview) A  
  C 10/6      10/20 C  
12:00  H 11/3      11/17 H  
      
12:30     12:35 Bea 
     
(Town)(A)-3rd 
Grade 
1:00     
10/29      
11/12 
      
1:30      
      
2:00  T  T  
 2:20 Mary E 
2:20  Mary 





Grade A  
 (Interview) C 
11/10      
11/17 C  
 11/10      12/6 H  H  
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Schedule for teacher visits Spring 2011 semester  
 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
      
8:00      
      
8:30      
     8:45  Travel 
9:00 9:00-9:50    - 
 Teach    - 
9:30     
9:20  
(Interview) 
     - 
10:00 10:10 Nathaniel    - 
 (Town) 3rd Grade   - 
10:30     10:30  James 





Grade T 10:55 Bea T 11:00  James 
 (Interview) E 
(Town)(B)-
2nd Grade E 
(Town) 2nd 
Grade  
11:30 10/25      11/8 A (Interview) A 1/28      2/11 
 1/24      2/21 C 
10/6      
10/20 C 3/11      3/18 
12:00 3/7 N St. Interviews H 
11/3      
11/17 H 
3/18 11:45 James 
Admin. 
 3/25 N interview 3  2/26 B interview 3  
3/4 12:25 B St. 
Interviews 
12:30   (done on a Sat.)  12:35 Bea 





Nathaniel Admin.   
10/29      
11/12 
     1/28      2/11 
1:30   
2/23 1:30 Mary 
Admin.   
      
2:00 2:30 Teach    
2/25 2:00 Bea 
Admin. 
 2:20 Mary  
2:20  Mary 
(1st)    
2:30 (Town) 3rd Grade (Town) 1st Grade 2:30 Teach 
 (Interview)  
11/10      
11/17   
 11/10      12/6 3:30 Teach 2/9      2/23   
 1/24      2/28  3/30 M St. Interviews (2)  































































Teacher Obs. 1 Obs. 2 Obs. 3 
 Done Notes Analyze Done Notes Analyze Done Notes Analyze 
Teacher #1 (T) 3   2 3    2 3     2 3    2 3    2 3     2 3    2 3     2 3     2 
Teacher #2 (B) 3   1 3    1 3     1 3    1 3    1 3     1 3    1 3     1 3     1 
Teacher #3 (A) 3   4 3    4 3     4 3    4 3    4 3     4 3    4 3     4 3     4 
Teacher #4 (BR) 3   2 3    2 3     2 3    2 3    2 3     2 3    2 3     2 3     2 
          
          
 Obs. 4       
 Done Notes Analyze       
Teacher #1 (T) 3   2 3    2 3     2       
Teacher #2 (B) 3   1 3    1 3     1       
Teacher #3 (A) 3   4 3    4 3     4       
Teacher #4 (BR) 3   2 3    2 3     2       
          
          
 Interview 1 Interview 2 Interview 3 
 Done Trans. Analyze Done Trans. Analyze Done Trans. Analyze 
Teacher #1 (T) x x x x x x x x x 
Teacher #2 (B) x x x x X x x x x 
Teacher #3 (A) x X x x x x x x x 
Teacher #4 (BR) x x x x x x x x x 
          
           
 Admin. Interview       
 Done Trans. Analyze       
Teacher #1 (T) x X x       
Teacher #2 (B) x x x       
Teacher #3 (A) x x x       
Teacher #4 (BR) x X x       
          
          
 St. 1 Interview St. 2 Interview St. 3 Interview 
 Done Trans. Analyze Done Trans. Analyze Done Trans. Analyze 
Teacher #1 (T) x x x x X x x x x 
Teacher #2 (B) x x x x x x x x x 
Teacher #3 (A) x x x x x x x x x 
Teacher #4 (BR) x x x x x x x x x 
          
  Transcribing        
  Needs to do        
  Analyze step 1 Lit. Perry/Saarni/Gottman   
  Analyze step 2 Q1 Management     
  Analyze step 3 Q2 Perceived/observed Gottman=Gray  







  1. Awareness of one’s own emotions 2. Ability to discern and understand others’ emotions 3. Ability to use the vocabulary of emotion & expression 4. Capacity for empathic involvement 5. Ability to differentiate internal subjective emotional experience from external emotional expression 6. Capacity for adaptive coping with aversive emotions and distressing circumstances 7. Awareness of emotional communication within relationships 8. Capacity for emotional self‐efficacy  Emotional Competence Skill 1:  Awareness of One’s Own Emotions.  The first step to personal awareness of one’s own emotions is to learn the difference between emotional bodily changes and other bodily changes (i.e. heart burn).  Later we develop an awareness of multiple emotions and even sometimes an unawareness of or inattention to emotions.  Awareness involves emotional responses and emotional expression.  Our emotional 
responses give us information and emotional expression involves the reading of social cues.    Emotional Competence Skill 2:  The Ability to Discern and Understand Others’ Emotions.  Learning to read others’ “emotional‐expressive behavior” (Saarni, 1999, p. 108) occurs prior to the understanding of one’s own emotions (e.g. social referencing).  During social interaction, however, a complex process of emotional communication occurs.  This process involves a “weaving back and forth of two individuals’ reciprocal inferences about the emotions of the other, which in turn are integrated with one’s own emotional 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reactions” (Saarni, 1999, p. 108).  Therefore, in terms of emotional competence the ability to infer others’ emotions is imperative.   Emotional Competence Skill 3:  The Ability to Use the Vocabulary of Emotion and Expression.  Acquisition of emotion vocabulary permits children to communicate with others and in turn affects their social relationships.  Through conversations with their caregivers, children learn emotion words and how they may be used in different contexts to achieve “social emotional goals” (Saarni, 1999, p. 160).  Adult interaction involving the talking about emotions/feelings is pivotal for children’s emotional growth. Saarni points out that children relate well to emotional experiences of characters within stories.  As a consequence, children use scripts or narratives to describe their own emotion experiences. Emotional Competence Skill 4:  The Capacity for Empathic Involvement.  Saarni defines empathy and sympathy as follows:  “Empathy, 
feeling with others, and sympathy, feeling for others, are emotional responses that connect us with others” (Saarni, 1999, p. 162).  Empathy leads to sympathy which involves pro‐social behavior (helping someone else) which in turn promotes social bonding.  These skills are important for emotional competence and feelings of self‐efficacy in emotion eliciting situations.  Deficits, however, may lead to depression and/or aggression.  For example, when feeling personally distressed because of another’s situation, one may focus attention on alleviating their own feelings rather than help the other person. 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Emotional Competence Skill 5:  The Ability to Differentiate Internal Subjective Emotional Experience form External Emotional Expression.  “Emotional dissemblance” is a term which involves deliberately expressing an emotion on the outside that does not match the emotion felt on the inside.  Proper expression, according to Saarni, is controlled by “display rules,” be they cultural or personal.  The intent of emotional dissemblance is to mislead or conceal from another person your inner feelings. Emotional Competence Skill 6:  The Capacity for Adaptive Coping with Aversive Emotions and Distressing Circumstances.  Coping (or regulation) according to Saarni, “involves the self, our emotional experience, and the physical and social environment” (Saarni, 1999, p. 219).  If one’s perception of any of these is distorted it will affect their efficacy.   Infants learn regulation strategies from their parent’s reactions to their emotional distress and children continue to learn regulation strategies so that “by 10 years old most children have a fairly well developed coping repertoire” (Saarni, 1999, p. 235).  How one views their amount of control over a situation and “how a person responds emotionally to change” (Saarni, 1999, p. 226) (or temperament) may influence coping efficacy.  Gender also plays a role in that certain coping strategies are viewed (in Western culture) as more acceptable than others for particular genders. Emotional Competence Skill 7:  Awareness of Emotional Communication within Relationships.  Skill seven involves the “growing awareness of how emotions are communicated differently, depending on the 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nature of [a] relationship” (Saarni, 1999, p. 249).  Children demonstrate different emotional communication within asymmetric relationships (parent/child or teacher/student) than they do within symmetric relationships (between peers).  Problem solving within a relationship becomes very relevant when discussing emotional competence.  A problem implies a goal and the way a problem is perceived (e.g. the problem is shared vs. one‐sided) will effect the emotional communication utilized to achieve that goal.  Emotional Competence Skill 8:  The Capacity for Emotional Self‐Efficacy.  Emotional self‐efficacy “means that we accept our emotional experience[s]” (Saarni, 1999, p. 278), including the ups and downs of said experiences.  It involves the “recognition of what we feel and why we feel this way” (Saarni, 1999, p. 283).  This acceptance reflects the individual’s view that they feel the way they think they should feel which is influenced by “the individual’s beliefs about what constitutes desirable emotional ‘balance’” (Saarni, 1999, p. 278).  “We demonstrate emotional competence when we emerge from an emotion‐eliciting encounter with a sense of having accomplished what we set out to do.  Self­efficacy is the psychological concept that refers to this sense of accomplishment” (Saarni, 1999, p. 3). 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Definitions of the adaptive coping styles (Gottman) 
  1.  Dismissing – Disregard, ignore, or trivialize children’s negative emotions. 2.  Disapproving – Critical of children’s displays of negative feelings and may reprimand or punish them for emotional expression. 3.  Laissez‐Faire – Accept children’s emotions and empathize with them, but fail to offer guidance or set limits on children’s behavior.  The process for Emotion Coaching (five steps): 1.  Become aware of the child’s emotion. 2.  Recognize the emotion as an opportunity for intimacy and teaching. 3.  Listen empathetically, validating the child’s feelings. 4.  Help the child find words to label the emotion he is having. 5.  Set limits while exploring strategies to solve the problem at hand 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APPENDIX J  INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD EXEMPTION LETTER 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